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DEAR FRIENDS OF
THE ÖLMÜHLE SOLLING,
Our new assortment catalogue for
spring and summer 2019 is here. As
usually, you will not only find out interesting facts about our oil specialities, but also get a glimpse into our family manufactory and our regional
and worldwide partner projects. For 23
years, we have been producing a variety of organic edible oils and food specialities in the Weserbergland in a traditional way. Since the beginning of our
manufacturing history, we choose raw
materials from certified organic cultivation. Just as long we care about the
quality of our products and the satisfaction of our customers.
We look back on many years of tradition and experience. As the founding
family, we have been part of the Ölmühle Solling since day one. We are
very proud that some of our employees
have been with us for more than 20 years. At the same time, we are pleased
that our team has continued to grow
in the last year. We welcomed two new
apprentices.
Last autumn, we moved into our newly
built manufactory. Again, for the support we would like to thank everyone
who was involved.
As always, one question is particularly
exciting: what's new to our range?
We are happy to introduce our delicious novelties: In addition to our cold
pressed, mill-fresh organic linseed oil,
we now also produce a valuable organic camelina oil. Often confused and
yet quite different, because the linseed, also called flax, and the camelina plant are two different plants and
differ mainly in taste. A long-awaited
heart's desire is fulfilled with our new
organic truffle seasoning oil, a fine
combination of Italian olive oil and
white truffle, perfect for pasta and risotto dishes.
A precious source of essential oils and
precious bitter substances is our new,
unfiltered organic black cumin oil.
The "black gold" from Egypt has a
strong and oriental taste and delights
health-conscious gourmets.

Our pumpkin seed oil completes salads
and soups throughout the whole year.
We are pleased to now offer the aromatic, natural organic pumpkin seeds.
Also new to the range are the unpeeled
organic hemp seeds and the organic
rosehip powder, ground from freshly
harvested rosehips from Patagonia.
We are also happy about a new partner project in Ghana, from where we
source a fair trade, red palm oil in
Naturland quality. Of course, no valuable rain forests are cleared for the
cultivation and production of red organic palm oil. The processed palm fruits
come from small-scale farms. With the
new project, we support a number of
farmer families in Ghana and promote
the sustainable palm oil cultivation,
certainly without the catastrophic effects on humans, animals and the environment.
Convince yourself of the quality and
the fine taste of our organic specialities. We invite you to visit our manufactory in the Weserbergland. In our

manufactory shop you can try almost
all our products. You will also find a
wide selection of other organic delicacies such as coffee, chocolate, pasta
and tea. Customers from the Cologne
area can visit our shop at Friesenwall
29 in the center of Cologne. In our online shop at oelmuehle-solling.de you
will find our products as well as information, tips and recipe ideas.
We wish you much joy in discovering
our products!

Sincerely,

Gudrun, Werner, Sebastian and Sarah Baensch
and the Ölmühle Solling team
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TRADITION AND
INNOVATION
FOR MORE THAN TWENTY YEARS, ÖLMÜHLE SOLLING HAS BEEN A FAMILY BUSINESS AND
STANDS FOR CULINARY DELICACIES, COMMITMENT TO ORGANIC FOOD AND LIVING TOGETHER.
How do we want to live? What fills
us with meaning? Gudrun and Werner Baensch asked themselves these
questions when they returned to
their native Weserbergland with
their children Sebastian and Sarah
in 1996 after some years of exciting

In one project they gained first experiences with the oil production.
Werner Baensch, food technologist,
began to intensively focus on the process of pressing organic oils. Quickly
both had the feeling: Yes, that's it.
The first oil press was purchased,
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WITH LOVE AND CARE
A lot of things are done by hand
development work. Both are sure that
they want to do 'something with good
and organic products'. After all, they
saw with their own eyes in Asia and
South America what conventional
agriculture can do to sensitive ecosystems and also to social structures.

the first oil, a native sunflower oil,
pressed.
CREATIVITY AND
ENTHUSIASM
The assortment of the Ölmühle Solling expanded rapidly: rapeseed and

1996

2001

GUDRUN AND WERNER
BAENSCH FOUND
THE ÖLMÜHLE SOLLING

COCONUTOIL FROM
SRI LANKA ENRICHES
OUR ASSORTMENT
RELOCATION WITHIN BEVERN

1998
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FRESH FROM THE MILL
Ölmühle Solling is a genuine manufactory

THE FIRST SPICE OIL
IS PRESSED

linseed oil, even beechnuts from the
area (>in the beginning we collected
them ourselves<) were pressed. The
first oils from the Ölmühle Solling
were sold on markets and in small
health food shops. The founders did
not have to advertise their products
as the news of the quality of the
oils got around quickly. The founding years were all about growth
and development. Specialities from
all over Europe and overseas were
added to the assortment of oils from
domestic oilseeds and nuts. A breakthrough and an enormous enrichment
of the product range was the development of the spice oils, which, as
Werner Baensch recalls, were created during a creative experiment. In
those first years, oil miller Werner
Baensch also worked as an eco-inspector and project-consulting engineer. In Samoa and Sri Lanka, he supported women's groups and research
centers in the exploitation of coconuts. Together, they developed new
and product-friendly processes for
the production of virgin coconut oil.
With his participation, the first production facilities for virgin coconut
oil in Sri Lanka (Serendipol) were
created. Soon after, the first Fairtrade, native coconut oil received
the coveted Naturland certification.
Until today, the Ölmühle Solling
offers a wide range of organic coconut specialities.

2012

OUR PRODUCTS WIN
THE AWARD "CULINARY
AMBASSADOR"
FOR THE FIRST TIME

2008

RELOCATION
FROM BEVERN TO BOFFZEN
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EXPERIENCE
DEVELOPMENT
After the founders had shouldered
their first two years on their own,
the first employees joined the team.
Many of them are still working in the
team. Continuity and reliability also
characterize the relations between
the Ölmühle Solling and its affiliated suppliers and projects. No wonder
that the constantly growing company
has also made several relocations:
From the tiny room with the shelf full
of oil bottles to the first 'real' production rooms in Bevern to the manufactory at the present company headquarters in Boffzen. In the summer
of 2018, the move to the new building
followed, directly on the neighboring
property.
NEXT GENERATION
So to speak, the children of the founders, Sebastian and Sarah Baensch
grew up with and in the Ölmühle Solling. They experienced the craft of
the traditional oil production from
the very beginning and started to
attend organic markets and trade
fairs. Since autumn 2014, Sebastian
Baensch is the managing director of
the Ölmühle Solling. The succession
within the family not only secures the
production and employments, but also
the ideational values and the product
philosophy of the hand-crafted organic manufactory from the Weserbergland. Sarah Baensch, too, is thrilled

with her passion for fine organic oils.
In June 2017, she opened the first shop
in Cologne that, in addition to the
shop in Boffzen, offers the full product
range of the Ölmühle Solling (read
more on page 7). The parents and foun
ders Gudrun and Werner Baensch are
proud of the new generation and its
commitment to the family company.
They now enjoy the freedom to be able
to withdraw from the daily routines
and to focus more intensively on the
development of new projects all over
the world.
INVESTING IN
THE FUTURE
The growing interest in organic products and the commitment of the
young generation encouraged the
Baensch family to invest locally and
sustainably in the future. In autumn
2017, the new construction started
right at the neighboring property
next to the previous headquarters of
the Ölmühle Solling in Boffzen. On the
15,000 square meter ground, the new
production, offices and a visitor center with a shop, seminar rooms and a
planned show garden found a place.
The first time since the existence of
the Ölmühle Solling, the company
has its 'own home', tailor made to the
needs and demands of the delicate
production. This enables even more
flexibilty for the manufactory. Last
but not least, the new location secures domestic jobs.

2014

EVEN MORE
EXPERIENCE
FOR VISITORS
In the new visitor center of the Ölmühle Solling, the popular shop has
also found its place. In addition to a
more generous shopping experience,
the manufactory offers its numerous
visitors even more experience there:
tastings, a show press, seminars and
training sessions invite you to enjoy and inform yourself about organic products and organic farming. Of
course, the own show garden at the
Ölmühle, where native and exotic oil
plants, herbs and spices can be experienced will be laid out at the new location in the near future.
After all, the artisanal and organic
manufactory has always been a popular shopping and tourist destination.
The Baensch family is also deeply rooted in the beautiful landscape around
the Solling. Last but not least, with
the new Ölmühle Solling the family
wants to make a contribution to the
fact that people always like coming
here.

2017

JUNIOR SEBASTIAN
BAENSCH JOINS THE FAMILY
MANUFACTORY

OPENING OF OUR OIL SHOP
IN COLOGNE

2016
20TH

WE CELEBRATE OUR
ANNIVERSARY /
INITIAL PLANS FOR OUR NEW BUILDINGS

2018
NEW BUILDING AND
INAUGURATION OF OUR NEW
ÖLMÜHLE SOLLING
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GENERATE VALUES

ORGANIC
The particular care taken in the production process would
not pay off, if the raw materials and ingredients were "doped" with artificial fertilizers, treated with pesticides or
genetically engineered. That is why the Ölmühle Solling
consistently focuses on organic raw materials.
MANUFACTURED
In the Ölmühle Solling, the traditional craft of oil milling
can be found. The oils are gently pressed with small spindle
presses. The bottling, labeling and shipping contains a lot
of manual work.
FRESH FROM THE MILL
Not only the ingredients should be as fresh as possible.
Also the oil should arrive quickly at the customer in its
best condition. After all, the cold-pressed organic oils from
the Ölmühle Solling are not "industrial goods" that can be
stored for years. Therefore, only small batches are produced,
bottled and shipped – simply fresh from the mill.
HOLISTIC
All oils are characterized by their varietal, balanced fragrance and taste. The valuable ingredients such as polyunsaturated fatty acids, vitamins or secondary phytochemicals
are optimally preserved – therefore, our oils make an important contribution to a complete nutrition.
QUALITY
The mechanical pressing temperatures remain between
35 and 55 degrees Celsius. Then the oils are filtered gently.
Chemical or aggressive processes such as deacidification,
bleaching or deodorizing are not used.
QUALITY MANAGEMENT
Production and development are managed by graduate food
technologists. Extensive quality assurance permeates the
entire production process from the incoming goods inspection to the retain sample. In addition, the Ölmühle Solling
repeatedly confirms its quality by external test laboratories
and inspection bodies.
REGIONAL AND GLOBAL
Whether it is rape seed from Germany or coconuts from Sri
Lanka: The Ölmühle Solling attaches great importance to a
long-term, mutually respectful relationship with its suppliers. The company maintains intensive personal contacts
to numerous cultivation projects all over the world.
VALUES AND FAMILY
Appreciation and longevity are also important in the team
of the Ölmühle Solling: around sixty people of very different
backgrounds work here together.

6

awarded
For the sixth time, the Ölmühle Solling was honored as
'Culinary Ambassador Lower Saxony'.
Each year, a jury of experts selects authentic, responsibly produced
foods that represent the culinary quality of the state in a particularly
convincing manner. Last year, the native organic linseed oil received
the coveted prize.
INNOVATION AND CREATIVITY
The Ölmühle Solling offers a culinary variety of oil specialities. Through creativity, curiosity, comprehensive knowledge and good contacts to growers, the product development
team around Werner Baensch always provides new culinary
experiences.

NETWORKED
The Ölmühle Solling has been a partner in the NATURLAND
organic farming association since its foundation. NATURLAND stands for stringent guidelines and controls for particularly consistent and sustainable organic quality. In addition, since 2007, the Ölmühle Solling is a partner of Slow
Food Deutschland e. V.
CLIMATE- AND RESOURCE-FRIENDLY
The Ölmühle Solling is operated by eco-power from natural
power. In the entire production process we pay attention to
sustainability. Our photovoltaic system covers the energy
demand of our oil presses completely. We pack sparingly
and rely on recyclable materials.

EXPERIENCE
ON THE SPOT
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DISCOVER AND TRY EXCELLENT OILS, FINE SPECIALITIES AND HIGH-QUALITY
NATURAL COSMETICS IN OUR SHOPS. YOU WILL FIND EXPERT ADVICE AND
MANY USEFULL TIPS ON THE TOPIC OIL.
OUR SHOP IN BOFFZEN
We invite you to visit our new shop
in Boffzen. In a cozy atmosphere, you
will find the complete assortment of
Ölmühle Solling, fresh from the mill,
which you can taste and discover as
usual. You can also look forward to a
wide variety of natural cosmetics and
organic delicacies.
Shop Boffzen
Höxtersche Straße 3
37691 Boffzen
T +49 52 71.9 66 66-0
Opening hours
Monday to Friday 9.00 am – 5:30 pm
Saturday 9:30 am – 2:30 pm

OUR SHOP IN COLOGNE
The shop is led by Sarah Baensch and
located in the center of Cologne on Friesenwall. You have the opportunity to
get to know the oil variety from the
Ölmühle Solling. The tasteful shop
invites you to try and linger. In addition to the complete assortment of
Ölmühle Solling, there are also fine organic s pecialities and natural cosmetics to discover.
Shop Cologne
Friesenwall 29
50672 Cologne
T +49 2 21.29 84 88 78
Opening hours
Monday to Friday 11 am – 7 pm
Saturday 11 am – 6 pm

tour
guided
EXTRA-TIP:
VISIT AND EXPERIENCE
AS A GROUP
Connect one of your visits to Boffzen
with a booked information event on
the topic of oil, where you will learn
everything worth knowing, how our
organic oils are pressed and what is
important in the production process.
At the same time, you will receive
valuabletips for the use of the oils and
can discover and try our variety of oils.
For tours in Boffzen please make an appointment with us.
T +49 [0] 52 71 . 9 66 66-0
besucher@oelmuehle-solling.de
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CE
SERVI

Purchasing · Ordering · Service
You can buy the products from Ölmühle Solling in selected health food shops and specialist shops or directly at our
manufactory shops.

Ordering and Service
Telephone
Webshop
E-Mail
Telefax
+49 [0] 5271.9 66 66-0 oelmuehle-solling.de info@oelmuehle-solling.de +49 [0] 5271.9 66 66-66
Monday to Friday
8 am – 5 pm

Information
Detailed information on all our products, product ranges,
suppliers and projects can be found on our English website
oelmuehle-solling.de/en

Foto: Fotolia / sonyakamoz

Gift vouchers
Give away the enjoyment of fine organic products from the
Ölmühle Solling. Your loved ones can easily choose their favourites from our great variety of oils and other delicacies.

Recipes
What do I cook with which oil? Delicious tips can be
found on our recipes which are available on our website
oelmuehle-solling.de/rezepte
Visit and Experience
Our manufactory is located in Boffzen in the beautiful
Weserbergland region, between Göttingen and Hanover,
very close to Höxter and Holzminden. The World Heritage
Site of Corvey is only a few miles away. From July 2018 on,
you will find us in our new building, directly on the neighboring property. Visit our shop or join us at information
events (only with appointments) and find out how our organic oils are pressed. We are looking forward to your visit!

Give (yourself) something beautiful!
On request, we are happy to pack your
selection as a gift in our shops.

Our gift vouchers
are available in our
shop in Boffzen and
in our online shop at
oelmuehle-solling.de

boffzen

sket
gift ba
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know

Jumping pourer

Regulations for food informations

Compostable packaging material

Practical: Pourer for accurate dosing
Our 100, 250 and 500 ml bottles are
fitted with a pourer which makes it
easy to dose. The tube jumps up
when you open the bottle and is
easily pressed in when the lid is
screwed on. This makes it easier
to dose the oils economically and
to drizzle them over food.

The Food Information Regulation
(LMIV) 1169/2001 requires that
as of immediate effect and before
purchase all customers are to be
provided with mandatory information such as an index of ingredients,
nutritional values and allergenic information. For this reason, we are
publishing all the mandatory information to each individual product
on our website oelmuehle-solling.de

Many customers ask us how environmentally friendly the packaging material is. We only use bio-degradable
filling material flo-pak BIO 8, which
is manufactured from corn starch
and could be disposed of in the compost bin in case your local waste disposal provider doesn't have a specific arrangement.

This product list has been produced with every care. We cannot be held responsible for any mistakes and printing errors. Subject to change. Issue No. 1 as of March 2019.

Our Service for you:
• no minimum order quantity
• bulk sizes on request
• delivery ex works
• 8 % discount for orders above the value of € 120
• freshly milled delivery within a few days
•	pay comfortably and safely either by advance
payment or with PayPal

EDIBLE OILS
organic edible oils
At the Ölmühle Solling we process freshly harvested organic oil
seeds and nuts to cold-pressed oils. We use traditional production
methods and as far as possible the oils are left in their natural state.
They are packed by hand and dispatched quickly: quite simply fresh
from the mill. This means that the typical, full-bodied flavour and
the valuable ingredients are preserved. “Classical” oil fruits find
their way into our spindle presses. These include sunflower seeds
and rape seeds, the almost forgotten linseed and newly discovered
culinary delights such as oil from plum stones. Whatever does not
grow in Germany is imported from development projects and our
Further information as well as details to ingredients, nutritional values and allergenic information are available on our
website: oelmuehle-solling.de

almond oil [organic]
virgin

This mild vegetable oil is from cold pressed sweet almonds. This preserves the valuable ingredients and the
typical flavour particularly well. Our almond oil has a
high content of monounsaturated fatty acids. This versatile and very digestible oil is also a good alternative to
butter or margarine when baking.

Art. No.

Unit

16511
16521

100 ml bottle (4,95 € / 100 ml)
250 ml bottle (3,80 € / 100 ml)

Price in €

4,95
9,50

long term partners all over the world, almost all of whom we know
personally.
Tips for cooking with oil: Not all virgin oils are suited to being
heated, others are simply just too good to be heated
– please read the instructions on each product.
Once opened, oils should be stored in a cool,
dark place and used quickly. NB: Many
oils are suitable for use in sweet dishes
– you can find details on the individual products.

Avocado

apricot kernel oil
[organic]
virgin

Cold pressed from the aromatic kernels of very ripe apricots. This preserves the valuable natural ingredients
and the typical flavour particularly well. Apricot kernel
oil excites with an discreet aroma and the flavour of
almonds and marzipan. A delicious taste not only for
sweet dishes also for salad dressing.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

26711

100 ml bottle (7,90 € / 100 ml)

7,90

For baking, frying, braising and for sweet dishes.

For sweet dishes, dessets, dressings and dips.

argan oil roasted
[organic]

argan oil virgin
[organic]

Made from Moroccan argan nuts which are harvested, cracked and roasted all by hand before being cold
pressed. This allows a nutty exotic taste experience to
develop. “Morocco’s liquid gold” is suitable for hot and
cold dishes and ideal for the final touches in North African
cuisine.

Made from Moroccan argan nuts which are harvested
and cracked all by hand before being cold pressed. This
preserves the valuable natural ingredients and the typical flavour particularly well. “Morocco’s liquid gold” is
suitable for hot and cold dishes.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

15411
15421

100 ml bottle (9,50 € / 100 ml)
250 ml bottle (7,56 € / 100 ml)

9,50
18,90

25411
25421

100 ml bottle (9,50 € / 100 ml)
250 ml bottle (7,56 € / 100 ml)

9,50
18,90

food supplement

food supplement

For braising, dressings and dips.

For braising, dressings and dips.
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EDIBLE OILS
avocado oil [organic]
from fruit pulp

This appealing green oil is carefully obtained from the
pulp of very ripe avocados which preserves the valuable ingredients and the typical flavour. Avocado oil can
be used at high temperatures and is suitable for frying fish,
meat and poultry; also delicious in dips!

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

27711
27721

100 ml bottle (7,90 € / 100 ml)
250 ml bottle (7,16 € / 100 ml)

7,90
17,90

high temperatures

Our high oleic cooking oil is cold pressed from shelled
sunflower seeds. Due to its high content of oleic acid, it
is particularly heat-resistant and therefore ideal in “hot”
kitchens.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

19721
19751

250 ml bottle (1,58 € / 100 ml)
500 ml bottle (11,80 € / 1 l)

3,95
5,90

For frying, braising, for dressings, dips and marinades.

For frying, baking and deep fat frying.

hazelnut oil [organic]

hazelnut oil [organic]

An oil speciality gained from gently roasted hazelnuts
which have been gently pressed. This preserves the valuable ingredients and typical flavour particularly well.
This strong nutty oil is ideal for both sweet and savoury
dishes.

Made from cold pressed hazelnuts. This preserves the
valuable ingredients and typical flavour particularly
well. This golden yellow, fine nutty oil is suitable for both
sweet and savoury dishes.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

10811
10821

100 ml bottle (6,90 € / 100 ml)
250 ml bottle (5,16 € / 100 ml)

6,90
12,90

16211
16221

100 ml bottle (6,90 € / 100 ml)
250 ml bottle (5,16 € / 100 ml)

6,90
12,90

roasted

virgin

For baking and desserts, for frying and braising
and for dressings and dips.

For baking and desserts, for frying and braising,
and for dressings and dips.

macadamia oil
[organic]

mustard oil [organic]
virgin

virgin

Cold pressed from the noble macadamia nut, also
called “the queen of nuts”. This preserves the valuable
ingredients and the typical flavour particularly well.
With its unique flavour macadamia oil is something for
gourmets and chefs who love something special.

A culinary discovery, cold pressed from mustard seeds.
Our mustard seed oil has a high content of unsaturated fatty acids. Its mild spiciness makes it particularly
distinctive. Ideal for potato and sausage salads, fish and
meat dishes or spicy salad dressings.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

16911
16921

100 ml bottle (9,90 € / 100 ml)
250 ml bottle (7,96 € / 100 ml)

9,90
19,90

16711
16721

100 ml bottle (6,90 € / 100 ml)
250 ml bottle (5,56 € / 100 ml)

6,90
13,90

For braising, frying, for dressings and dips.
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cooking and frying oil
[organic]
sunflower seeds . withstands

For braising, for dressings, dips and marinades.

project

ARGAN FROM MOROCCO
Today, the characterful argan tree
grows only on about 820,000 hectares
in southwestern Morocco. Twenty ye
ars ago, this area was declared a Bio
sphere Reserve by UNESCO. The cores
of the argan fruit provide a golden yel
low and intense nutty oil, which in his
country of origin is referred to as the
"liquid gold of Morocco". Incidentally,
the collection and processing of argan
fruits is still traditionally a woman's
business. When the fruits of the argan
tree are ripe, they fall to the ground
and are collected piece by piece.

The extraction of the oil is hard work,
as the fruits are pitched by hand to produce the kernels inside. To press one liter of argan oil, up to thirty kilograms
of argan fruits are needed. The preservation of traditional farming and the
production of artisanal oil is very important to us at Ölmühle Solling. That
is why our high-quality organic argan
oil comes from a small manufactory
near Agadir, which cooperates with
women's cooperatives in Essaouira and
Ait Baamrame / Sidi Infi. This creates
urgently needed jobs on site.

The areas of application of argan oil are
versatile. The rich oil is especially popular in cosmetics. As an intensive skin
and hair care, it is highly valued and is
also ideal for sensitive skin as a facial
care. However, argan oil is not only popular as a high-quality ingredient for
natural cosmetics. The 'Moroccan gold'
is rich in unsaturated fatty acids and
as a noble edible oil it is a true enrichment for the hot and cold cuisine. We
recommend it for steaming, for dressing and dips. The native argan oil tastes especially fine and mild. Salads and
North African dishes get a particularly
intense and nutty note with argan oil
from roasted argan kernels.

Left: The shells are laboriously opened by hand
to reach the enclosed nut.
Bottom: Sebastian Baensch visiting an argan
plantation in Morocco.
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COCONUT SPECIALITIES
coconut oil
[organic]

coconut flour [organic]
partly deoiled

Coconut flour is produced from fresh coconut flesh which is gently dried,
deoiled and finely ground. It still contains approximately 10 % coconut
oil, is rich of vegetable protein and has a high
content of approximately 34 % dietary fibre.
The coconuts which are used for this exotically aromatic flour originate from plantations
in Sri Lanka and the Philippines. Ideal for musli
and for thickening shakes. Gluten free.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

48253

500 g (9,90 € / 1 kg)

4,95

coconut oil [organic]

virgin . naturland fair
from the whole kernel
Cold pressed “Virgin Coconut Oil“,
fair traded from our Naturland
partner project in Sri Lanka “Serendipol”. This virgin coconut oil is a
speciality among the virgin coconut oils
as it is pressed from the whole, ripe coconut including its brown skin. It contains
a particularly large amount of polyphenols
and is characterised by a particularly nutty flavour.
Coconut oil can be heated to high temperatures but is also
ideal as an alternative to butter and margarine.
By purchasing this fairly traded coconut oil, you
are supporting rural, communal
development in Sri Lanka.

virgin

A virgin coconut oil, carefully pressed from ripe, dried coconuts. This
preserves the valuable ingredients and the fine coconut flavour particularly well. Coconut oil can be heated to high temperatures but is also an
ideal alternative to butter and margarine.
Art. No. Unit

18231
18219
18221
18251
18203
18271
18202

Price in €

30 ml jar (3,33 € / 100 ml)
1,00
100 g jar (3,90 € / 100 g)
3,90
250 ml jar (2,36 € / 100 ml)
5,90
500 ml jar (19,80 € / 1 l)
9,90
1 l tub (18,90 € / 1 l)
18,90
1 l jar (17,90 € / 1 l)
17,90
1 l preserving jar (19,90 € / 1 l) 19,90

For roasting, baking, frying, braising and as
a spread.

coconut rasps [organic]

Freshly harvested coconuts are finely rasped and then gently dried.
This way, the authentic coconut aroma as well as the natural vitamins
and minerals are maintained. Coconut rasps are naturally free from
gluten, lactose and cholesterol, are neither sulphurated, nor bleached,
nor do they contain preservatives.
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Art. No.

Unit

48256

300 g (16,50 € / 1 kg)

Price in €

4,95

The only Coconut oil until now
with recognised Naturland
Fair certification and which is
a recognised fair trade product.
Art. No. Unit

Price in €

15831
15821
15855
15851

1,00
5,90
9,90
19,90

30 ml jar (3,33 € / 100 ml)
250 ml jar (2,36 € / 100 ml)
500 ml jar (19,80 € / 1 l)
1 l preserving jar (19,90
€ / 1 l)

For roasting, baking, frying, braising and
as a spread.

coconutflower sugar [organic]

Coconut flower sugar is produced from the sap of the coconut flower.
When you cut into the flower of the coconut palm, a sugary sap leaks
out. This sap is carefully boiled down and then crystalizes to brown sugar with a strong caramel aroma. The human body processes coconut
flower sugar slower than other high glycaemic sweeteners (e.g. cane sugar) and leads
to a slower energy release. As a result, you
are saturated for a longer time while having
a relatively stable blood sugar. This is why
coconut flower sugar is perfect for diabetics.
Art. No.

Unit

58521
58531

170 g jar (2,65 € / 100 g)
350 g jar (22,57 € / 1 kg)

Price in €

4,50
7,90

project

COCONUTS
FROM SRI LANKA
As Gudrun and Werner Baensch themselves participated in agricultural development projects, the support of organic cultivation and fair trade are of
particular importance to them. For
this reason Ölmühle Solling has been
a supporter of a Naturland Fair certified project in Sri Lanka for many years now. The cultivation and the processing of coconuts are an important
factor for the local agriculture. If coconut plantations are cultivated organically, this provides the best prerequisites for sustainable development.
If coconut plantations are organically
run and offer fair conditions, they provide the best pre-requistites for sustai-

nable development. For this reason, Ölmühle Solling has been supporting an
ecological partner project "Serendipol"
there since 2004. Around 1,300 farmers
have joined forces and are farming a
total of approximately 8,200 hectares
of organic coconut plantations, others
are currently being converted. In this
way, safe places of work in agriculture
and in processing are being created in
the area. The improved work conditions and fair payment ensure that living conditions there are being sustainably improved for the workers and
their families. You can see more details about this project on our website:
oelmuehle-solling.de

Coconuts play an important role in the agriculture of Sri Lanka.

By hand: The outer shell of the coconut
is removed with a hammer.

know
good to
VERSATILE ORGANIC COCONUT OIL
Hardly any other oil is as versatile as our organic coconut oil. Coconut oil is highly
heatable and with its nutty-exotic taste it is ideal for frying, baking and steaming, and as a spread.
However, not only in the kitchen the valuable oil is an all-rounder: Coconut oil serves as a rich skin and hair care. It absorbs very quickly and provides long-lasting
protection against moisture loss. Thanks to its disinfecting effect, coconut oil is
also often used for oil pulling, an ayurvedic method for cleaning the mouth and
teeth. By the way: Also, dogs and cats love coconut oil as a supplementing food.
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EDIBLE OILS
pumpkin seeds from franz
romstorfer styria/austria

pumpkin seed oil
[organic]

Cold pressed, organic pumpkin seed oil is particularly popular
with gourmets due to its intensive nutty and slightly spicy flavour. A particular speciality is pumpkin seed oil from the seeds
of Styria pumpkins (Cucurbita pepo vor. styriaca), a variety of
pumpkin which was cultivated Styria/Austria at the end of the
19th century and was only known there right up until the 1970s.

This oil speciality from Styra is carefully pressed
from gently roasted pumpkin seeds. The dark green,
intensive nutty oil enhances not only salads and (pumpkin) soups but also gives sweet dishes that extra something.

Nowadays, the dark green oil, which, according to folklore, is
particularly recommended for men, is growing in popularity.
Both our roasted and virgin pumpkin seed oil are produced from
pumpkin seeds which are traditionally cultivated in Austria by
organic farmer Franz Romstorfer in Raggendorf (Styria). Every
spring we sign a binding agreement on how much we require
and which acreage is necessary for this – this means the farmer
can plan sensibly. In autumn the time has finally arrived: Using
special pumpkin harvesters (yes, there are such things!) the yellow fruits are harvested. Afterwards the seeds are scooped out,
washed, dried and cleaned. And then they are quickly sent on
their journey to Boffzen so that we at Ölmühle Solling can press
the delicious pumpkin seed oil which amongst others is almost
a must in pumpkin soup and winter salads.

Pumpkin Seeds

roasted

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

16811
16821

100 ml bottle (6,90 € / 100 ml)
250 ml bottle (5,16 € / 100 ml)

6,90
12,90

For braising, marinating, for dressings and dips.

pumpkin seed oil
[organic]
virgin

From cold pressed Styria pumpkin seeds. Our pumpkin seed oil is rich in vitamin E. This preserves the valuable ingredients and typical flavour particularly well.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

19811
19821

100 ml bottle (6,50 € / 100 ml)
250 ml bottle (5,00 € / 100 ml)

6,50
12,50

For braising, marinating, for dressings and dips.

recipes

blueberry muffins with plum kernel oil
For about 4 – 5 muffins
ingredients
75 g of organic spelt flour
25 g almond flour
60 ml of plum kernel oil
½ teaspoon almond-vanilla
spice oil (or ½ package of vanilla sugar)
½ teaspoon baking powder
1 organic egg
75 g cane sugar
75 g of yogurt
50 g blueberries
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Preheat oven to 180 degrees top / bottom heat. Mix spelt
flour, almond flour, sugar and baking powder in a large
bowl. Mix almond oil, almond vanilla spice oil, the egg
and yoghurt in a separate bowl and then add to the ingredients in the first bowl. Add 40 g blueberries and
mix. Spread dough in greased muffin tin, decorate with
remaining blueberries and bake for about 30 minutes.
Enjoy.

EDIBLE OILS
passion fruit oil
[organic]
virgin

peanut oil
[organic]

Passion fruit oil is extracted from the dried kernels of
the passion fruit. The mild and nutty taste goes well with
muesli, rice pudding and desserts. Combined with fresh
lemon or lime juice, passion fruit oil can make a delicous
dressing for salads.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

27611

100 ml bottle (7,90 € / 100 ml)

7,90

virgin. naturland
Made from cold pressed peanuts. This preserves the valuable ingredients and typical flavour particularly well.
Our peanut oil is rich in vitamin E. The light, slightly
nutty oil is very versatile and is ideal for frying, deep fat
frying and for wok dishes.

Art. No.

Unit

16411
16421
16451

100 ml bottle (3,95 € / 100 ml)
250 ml bottle (2,60 € / 100 ml)
500 ml bottle (19,80 € / 1 l)

Price in €

3,95
6,50
9,90

For sweet dishes, dressings, dips an smoothies.

For frying and braising.

plum kernel oil
[organic]

poppy seed oil [organic]
virgin

virgin

This exceptional oil speciality is from cold pressed plum
stones. This preserves the valuable ingredients and typical flavour particularly well. Plum oil naturally has a slight
flavour of marzipan and is a delicious enrichment for sweet
dishes and pastries.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

27511

100 ml bottle (8,50 € / 100 ml)

8,50

For baking, for sweet dishes, dressings and dips.

Cold pressed from blue poppy seeds. Thanks to the
gentle pressing, valuable ingredients and the fine taste are well preserved. The light yellow oil is great in
dressings, fruit salads, cereals or desserts. For sweet
and hearty meals.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

16311
16321

100 ml bottle (4,95 € / 100 ml)
250 ml bottle (3,56 € / 100 ml)

4,95
8,90

For braising, for desserts, dressings and dips.

salad with watermelon, feta
and poppy seed oil dressing
For 4 People
ingredients
½ water melon, about 600 g
200 g of feta cheese
1 bunch of rocket salad
40 g pine nuts
Juice of half a lime
3 tablespoons of poppy oil
salt and pepper

Wash the rocket salad and drain. Dice the melon and
feta cheese and place in a bowl with the rocket salad. Mix lime juice with poppy seed oil and a pinch
of salt and pepper. Fry the pine nuts briefly in a pan
and mix with the other ingredients. Add the dressing just before serving.
Enjoy.
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OLIVE OILS
olive oil/italy
[organic]
extra virgin

High grade – gained directly from the olive using only
mechanical processes. This preserves the valuable ingredients and the typical flavour particularly well. The
light greenish oil impresses with its fruity flavour and mild
acidity and is ideal for Mediterranean cuisine.
Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

13011
13021
13051

100 ml bottle (4,50 € / 100 ml)
250 ml bottle (2,76 € / 100 ml)
500 ml bottle (25,80 € / 1 l)

4,50
6,90
12,90

For light frying, braising, for dressings, dips and
marinades.

extra virgin

The extraordinary olive oil Principe di Gerace is made
exclusively from selected Calabrian olives which grow
on the property of the Anastasi Family. The ripe olives are harvested by hand and pressed after just a few
hours. The result is a full-bodied, distinctive olive oil that
impresses gourmets and friends of Mediterranean cuisine.
Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

70941

500 ml bottle (27,80 € / 1 l)

13,90

Ideal for salads and Mediterranean cuisine.

olive oil/palestine
[organic]

olive oil/italy
mediterraneo
[organic]

extra virgin . naturland fair

extra virgin

Olive oil “virgin extra” Mediterraneo® is pressed exclusively from sun ripened Calabrian olives. Thanks to
decades of experience in organic farming our partner
Mediterranea Foods has built up an intensive partnership with many farmers in their area. The result of
their common harvest is this special olive oil which
is only bottled after an order has been placed. Ideal for
Mediterranean cuisine!

This Palestinian olive oil is also a true rarity. It is made
from cold pressed, ripe olives and has a slighty sweet
aroma and a touch of spice. We support Palestinian farmers in the marketing of their delicious Rumi
olive oil.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

500 ml bottle (29,80 € / 1 l)

14,90

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

70104

13071
13083

750 ml bottle (19,87 € / 1 l)
5 l can (20,48 € / 1 l)

14,90
102,40

For light frying, braising, for dressings, dips and
marinades.

olive oil/spain
valderrama [organic]

olive oil vita verde/
greece [organic]

A first class olive oil from the ocal variety which is
distinguished by a mild but fresh and fruity flavour.
Olives have been cultivated in the grounds of the
Valderrama’s finca near Córdoba since 1853 and some
of the trees are more than one hundred years old. The
olives are carefully processed locally and thus retain
their finely nuanced fullness of flavour. Ideal for tapas,
Mediterranean salads and for flavouring hot dishes.

This oil is pressed from Koroneiki olives which have
ripened in ideal conditions on the Greek peninsula,
Peleponnese. The Koroneiki olive is a small, firm olive
and known for its fruitiness which is the basis for this
tasty, fruity but not bitter olive oil.

extra virgin . ocal

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

71278

500 ml bottle (35,80 € / 1 l)

17,90

For light frying, braising, for dressings, dips and
marinades.
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olive oil/italy
principe di gerace [organic]

extra virgin . koroneiki

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

72348
13961

250 ml bottle (2,76 € / 100 ml)
500 ml bottle (23,80 € / 1 l)

6,90
11,90

Ideal for salads and Mediterranean cuisine.

project

CANAAN RUMI TREE OLIVE
OIL FROM PALESTINE
The top-quality organic and native
olive oil from Canaan Fair Trade stands
out for its fruity, strong taste with a
fine pepper note.
For several years, the Ölmühle Solling
supports Palestinian farmers in marketing their delicious olive oil. For many
of these farmers, olive oil is the most
important source of income.
The Rumi olive comes from the Roman
Empire and delivers an organic olive
oil with a strong taste of the highest
quality. Olive trees have been growing
in Palestine for more than six thousand
years. Still today, the native Rumi olive
is organically cultivated by Palestinian
farmers.
In Palestine, the olive tree stands for
peace and hope. The lives of many Palestinians, however, are dominated by
soldiers, dividing walls and checkpoints.
That is why some farmers do not have
permanent access to their olive trees.

The project "Canaan Fair Trade" in
Janin now secures an income for 2,500
farming families and supports the
organic farmers in the entire production process: ecological management of
the olive groves, central processing of
the olives, bottling and marketing of
the Rumi olive oil from Palestine. In
addition, the organization gives women
such as Ibtissam Musa microcredits to
build up their own self-employment.
In this way, farmers caught in the
midst of the conflict can re-establish contact with the outside world,
allowing everyone to participate in the
hospitality and richness of the Palestinian culture.
The trade of the Rumi olive oil is subject
to the Fairtrade regulations, controlled
by "Naturland Fair". The Rumi olive oil
comes from certified organic farming.
Like Nasser Abufarha we are of the
opinion: "While Palestine has disappeared
from the map, we put it back in the shelf".

Some Palestinian farmers are barely
able to sell their oil. Inspired by the
initiatives for Fairtrade products,
Nasser Abufarha decided to produce
the high-quality Rumi olive oil according to ancient tradition.

We had visitors from Palestine: Fida Abdallah from Canaan Fair Trade and producer Ibtissam Musa,
both from the West Bank region, joined the Ölmühle Solling together with representatives from the
Naturland association and a German fair trade cooperative (dwp).

This "Canaan Fair Trade" project guarantees a secured
income to this farmer.

Quality control of Rumi olives growing in Palestine
for more than six thousand years.
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EDIBLE OILS
palm oil [organic]
red . naturland fair

This palm oil does not originate from monocultures in South East Asia or Africa but from organic plantations and farms which use intercropping. It
is carefully pressed from the ripe flesh of the oil palm.
This preserves the valuable ingredients and the typical flavour particularly well. Red Palm Oil is ideal for
African and Asian cuisine.

Art. No. Unit

Price in €

12231 30 ml jar (3,33 € / 100 ml)
1,00
12221 250 ml bottle (2,60 € / 100 ml)
6,50
12202 1 l preserving jar (19,50 € / 1 l) 19,50
For frying, braising and as a spread.

rapeseed oil
[organic]

virgin . naturland
Cold pressed from unshelled rapeseeds. Our rapeseed
oil has a high content of monounsaturated fatty acids.
It is mild in flavour, can be heated to high temperatures and
is particularly versatile.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

14421
14451
14463

250 ml bottle (1,58 € / 100 ml)
500 ml bottle (11,80 € / 1 l)
2,5 l can (10,80 € / 1 l)

3,95
5,90
27,00

For frying, braising, for dressings, dips and marinades.

rapeseed kernel oil
[organic]

rapeseed oil – the olive oil
of the north

Cold pressed from shelled rapeseeds. This preserves
the valuable ingredients and typical flavour particularly well. Our Rapeseed kernel oil has a high content of
monounsaturated fatty acids. It is mild in flavour, can be
heated to high temperatures and is particularly versatile.

For our high quality, cold pressed vegetable oil we only use rapeseeds from certified organic cultivation and that was cultivated by Naturland farmers. Therefore, we can be sure that the
rapeseed we use has been treated with neither slurry nor sludge
nor doped with artificial fertilizers. No pesticides and no genetic modification are involved.

virgin

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

14851

500 ml bottle (11,80 € / 1 l)

5,90

Discover this culinary delicacy – “olive oil of the north” clearly
exceeds the “olive oil of the south” in its content of polyunsaturated fatty acids. Detailed information about this product can be
found on our website www.oelmuehle-solling.de/en

For frying, braising, for dressings, dips and marinades.

safflower oil [organic]
virgin

This classical oil for the “natural kitchen” is cold pressed
from shelled safflower seeds. This preserves the valuable ingredients and the typical flavour particularly well.
Tip: Safflower oil contains circa 80 % linoleic acid.

salad oil hearty
[organic]

An aromatic composition of nutty sunfloweroil, unshelled rape seeds and aromatic olive oil with that certain something. Our salad oil hearty is rich in vitamin
E. Perfect not only for “seedy” salad dressings but also for
dips, marinades and for vegan nutrition.
Awarded the title of
Culinary Ambassador of
Lower-Saxony 2017

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

14251

500 ml bottle (27,60 € / 1 l)

13,80

For braising, for dressings and dips.
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Art. No.

Unit

83011
83051

100 ml bottle (4,50 € / 100 ml)
500 ml bottle (15,80 € / 1 l)

Price in €

4,50
7,90

For dressings and dips, seasoning and marinades.

project

RED PALM OIL

OUR NEW NATURLAND FAIR PROJECT
IN GHANA
Of course, our Fair Trade red palm oil
in Naturland quality has nothing to do
with conventional palm oil, which is
produced for industrial purposes and
for which valuable rainforests are cleared. With our new partner project in
Ghana, we support local farmer fami-

lies and promote the sustainable palm
oil cultivation, certainly without the
catastrophic effects on humans, animals and the environment. The red
palm oil comes from organic production and is often underestimated in its
importance for a balanced diet. It is a

valuable source of vitamins and is an
indispensable part of the African and
Asian cuisine. Palm oil is highly heatable and ideal for steaming, roasting
and frying.

Cultivation of organic palm oil without harming the rain forest in Ghana – for a sustainable development.
Pictures: © Serendipalm / Ölmühle Solling
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EDIBLE OILS
sesame seed oil
[organic]

sesame seed oil
[organic]

Carefully pressed from gently roasted sesame seeds.
This preserves the valuable ingredients and typical flavour particularly well. Our roasted sesame seed oil has
a high content of unsaturated fatty acids. It gives cold
and hot dishes a warm, subtle oriental flavour.

Cold pressed from sesame seeds. This preserves the
valuable ingredients and typical flavour particularly
well. Our virgin sesame seed oil has a high content of
unsaturated fatty acids. It is an important ingredient for

virgin

roasted

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

14611
14621

100 ml bottle (4,50 € / 100 ml)
250 ml bottle (2,76 € / 100 ml)

4,50
6,90

For braising, baking for dressings, dips and marinades.

Ayurvedic and macrobiotic cuisine.
Art. No.

Unit

14311
14321
14351
14363

100 ml bottle (4,50 € / 100 ml)
250 ml bottle (2,76 € / 100 ml)
500 ml bottle (19,80 € / 1 l)
2,5 l can (20,80 € / 1 l)

Price in €

4,50
6,90
9,90
52,00

For frying, baking, braising, for dressings, dips and
marinades.

sunflower oil
[organic]
virgin

Cold pressed from shelled, sunflower seeds. This preserves the valuable ingredients and typical flavour particularly well. Our sunflower oil is rich in vitamin E
and has a high content of polyunsaturated fatty acids.
Ideal for fresh salads, vegetable dishes or for oil swishing
according to Ayurvedic therapies as a mouth wash.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

11051
11063

500 ml bottle (11,00 € / 1 l)
2,5 l can (9,00 € / 1 l)

5,50
22,50

Sunflower seeds

For braising, for dressings, dips and marinades.

walnut oil [organic]
virgin

This fine oil speciality is from cold pressed walnuts.
This preserves the valuable ingredients and typical flavour particularly well. Our walnut oil has a high content of polyunsaturated fatty acids. It has a distinctive,
tangy flavour and is ideal not only for salads and vegetable
dishes, but also for sweet dishes.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

16111
16121

100 ml bottle (6,50 € / 100 ml)
250 ml bottle (5,16 € / 100 ml)

6,50
12,90

For braising, for dressings, dips and sweet dishes.
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wok oil [organic]

peanut + sunflower + coconut
virgin
Wok oil is a mixture of cold pressed peanut and coconut oils and can be heated to high temperatures. It
has a high content of monounsaturated fatty acids.
Our wok oil is ideal for frying meat, fish or vegatables and
for wok cooking.Please note: Wok oil is only fluid at temperatures above 24 °C

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

83451

500 ml bottle (17,80 € / 1 l)

8,90

For frying and for wok dishes.

MEDITERRANEAN SPECIALITIES
mediterranea foods
Discover authentic Italian delicacies from the Calabrian organic
manufacturer Mediterranea Foods. This family-owned company
is run by the third generation. In 1990, the owner, Antonino
Anastasi, convinced of the philosophy of organic food production, took the step to convert the farm into an organic manufacturer. Today the delicacies of Mediterranea Foods are held
in high repute throughout the whole European organic world.

Olive

Further information as well as details to ingredients, nutritional values and allergenic information are available on our website: oelmuehle-solling.de

aceto balsamico di
modena igp [organic]
superiore

This balsamic vinegar from Modena is made according
to traditional methods from organically grown, ripe
grapes and is matured for at least three years. It is a
must in any Mediterranean cuisine!

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

70946

250 ml bottle (3,16 € / 100 ml)

7,90

The thick, dark brown balsamic vinegar adds a
wonderful flavour to salads and vegetable dishes
with its sweet sour note.

crema di carciofi [organic]
creme of artichokes

An exquisite cream, which is carefully and lovingly made from the highest
quality organic artichokes. It wins over with its uniquely intensive flavour.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

70947

180 g jar (4,17 € / 100 g)

7,50

Ideal for savoury snacks, as a spread and as an
accompaniment to a wide range of dishes.

paté di olive verdi [organic]

paté di olive nere [organic]

A fine paté made from astringent green olives which are carefully picked and lovingly prepared according to a traditional Italian family
recipe. With its characteristic flavour it is ideal as a savoury snack on white
bread, for example with an aperitif.

A fine paté made from astringent black olives which are carefully picked
and lovingly prepared according to a traditional Italian family recipe. With
its characteristic flavour it is ideal as a savoury snack on white bread, for example with an aperitif.

green olivenpaté

black olivepaté

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

70948

135 g jar (4,07 € / 100 g)

5,50

71018

135 g jar (4,07 € / 100 g)

5,50

As a dip or as an accompaniment to a wide
variety of dishes.

As a dip or as an accompaniment to a wide
variety of dishes.
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SPICE OILS
organic spice oils
Cold-pressed edible oils perfectly combine with aromatic ingredients. For centuries, herbs and spices have been put into
oil to conserve the fine taste. We love this culinary tradition
and have found a possibility to enrich oils with fresh herbs
and spices. Spices, herbs and oil combined, create an intense
taste experience. They enrich cold and hot dishes and become
the icing on the cake for every meal.
Our seasoning oils are combinations of one or more edible oils
and fine herbs and spices. We select the base oil individually
for each creation. For example, our carefully pressed sesame
oil is the basis of the seasoning oils Garam Masala, Horseradish and Tandoori. For the sweet varieties of Coffee Almond
and Almond-Vanilla seasoning oil, we use our fine almond
oil. Our Barbecue spice oil gets its high heatability from peanut oil, which is refined with, among other things, rosemary,
laurel and garlic.
Most of our spice oils are based on rapeseed oil. We like to call
this culinary treasure from our Weserbergland the "olive oil
of the North". With its high content of polyunsaturated fatty
acids, it even surpasses the "olive oil of the South" significantly. But rapeseed is not just rapeseed: For our cold-pressed
vegetable oil, we rely exclusively on organically grown rapeseed from the region. This way, we can be sure that our rapeseed was neither treated with artificial fertilizer nor herbicides and pesticides and that no genetic engineering is involved.
Year after year, we make firm cultivation contracts with certified organic farmers and Naturland farmers in the area, and
pay fair prices so that we can continue to produce cold-pressed,
native organic rapeseed oil in the future. Not only pure, but
also combined with herbs and spices, it is a treat – whether
fiery as Chili spice oil, exotic and fresh as Ginger-Lemongrass
spice oil or smoky as Smoked Pepper spice oil.
Depending on the variety, our spice oils tolerate moderate heating. Thus, they are also ideally suited for marinating, since
even a short exposure time is sufficient. They are also ideal
for seasoning at the table: Simply drizzle the spice oil over the
finished dish and mix. The practical jumping pourer helps
with dosing.

almond-vanilla
[organic]
almond spice oil

This mild spice oil is a composition of cold pressed
sweet almonds with bourbon vanilla. It has a high
content of monounsaturated fatty acids. Our almondvanilla spice oil gives cakes, gateaux, biscuits, desserts and
whipped cream a soft traditional taste of genuine vanilla.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

16611

100 ml bottle (8,90 € / 100 ml)

8,90

For seasoning, baking, for desserts and sweet
dishes.

asparagus [organic]

Asparagus is probably the epitome of spring vegetables. The subtly flavoured vegetable becomes even
better with this composition of freshly milled, cold
pressed rape seed and lightly roasted hazelnut oil
which are rounded off with a fine bouquet of spices
and herbs. Simply drizzle the oil over the cooked asparagus before serving. By the way: Asparagus Spice Oil harmonises beautifully with any fine and pale coloured vegetables
such as kohlrabi, cauliflower, carrots or salsify.

lly availa

Art. No.

Unit

15311

100 ml bottle (4,95 € / 100 ml)

seasona

ble

Price in €

4,95

For vegetable dishes, dressings and dips.

barbecue [organic]

peanut spice oil . naturland
For this spice oil peanuts are cold pressed and
enhanced with pepper, rosemary, caraway,
bayleaf, juniper and garlic. Our barbecue spice oil is
rich in vitamin E.

Further information as well as details to ingredients, nutritional values and allergenic information are available on our
website: oelmuehle-solling.de
Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

12421
12451

250 ml bottle (2,76 € / 100 ml)
500 ml bottle (23,80 € / 1 l)

6,90
11,90

For marinades, for brushing barbecue food, also
suitable for roasting.
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SPICE OILS
basil [organic]

chili [organic]

Freshly harvested basil combined with mill fresh, coldpressed rapeseed oil – our basil spice oil is a pledge
for a full-bodied taste experience. Our basil spice oil
has a high content of monounsaturated fatty acids. It
gives salads, pizza and pasta a typical Italian flavour. Ideal
for tomato-mozzarella
salad.

This mill-fresh combination of cold pressed rapeseed
oil and hot chili peppers promises a fiery taste experience. Our chili spice oil has a high content of monounsaturated fatty acids. It gives any dish an intensive
spiciness but use sparingly. Store out of children’s reach.

rapeseed spice oil . naturland

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

13211
13221

100 ml bottle (4,50 € / 100 ml)
250 ml bottle (3,56 € / 100 ml)

4,50
8,90

For braising, marinating, seasoning, for dressings
and dips.

coffee-almond [organic]
almond spice oil

The taste of sweet almonds and mildly roasted coffee
beans characterize this aromatic spice oil. Our almond
spice oil is rich in monounsaturated fatty acids. Ideal
for refining fine pastries, whipped cream, sweet desserts
and dips.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

25011

100 ml bottle (9,90 € / 100 ml)

9,90

rapeseed spice oil . naturland

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

12911
12921

100 ml bottle (4,50 € / 100 ml)
250 ml bottle (3,56 € / 100 ml)

4,50
8,90

For seasoning.

coriander-fennel-dill
[organic]
rapeseed spice oil . naturland

This spice oil combines cold-pressed rapeseed oil with
coriander, fennel and dill. This creates a full-bodied taste experience. This spice oil is rich in monounsaturated
fatty acids. It is a perfect match for fish dishes, mixed
salads, vegetable terrines, dips and sauces.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

17911

100 ml bottle (4,50 € / 100 ml)

4,50

For seasoning, baking, for sweet dishes.

For seasoning, braising, marinating, for dressings
and dips.

garam masala [organic]

ginger-lemongrass
[organic]

sesame spice oil

An aromatic composition of cold-pressed sesame oil and
the typical Indian garam masala spices coriander, cumin,
nutmeg, pepper, cardamom, cloves and bay leaves. Our
garam masala spice oil has a high content of unsaturated
fatty acids. It refines not only traditional Indian dishes, but is
also ideal for marinating.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

12711

100 ml bottle (4,50 € / 100 ml)

4,50

For seasoning, braising, marinating.

rapeseed spice oil . naturland
This spice oil is a combination of mill-fresh rapeseed oil
and spicy ginger as well as refreshing lemongrass – a
full-bodied taste experience. It has a high content of
monounsaturated fatty acids. The aromatic, exotic spice
oil is ideal for tofu, rice and wok dishes a delicious, refreshingly spicy flavour.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

17111
17121

100 ml bottle (4,50 € / 100 ml)
250 ml bottle (3,56 € / 100 ml)

4,50
8,90

For seasoning, braising, marinating, for dressings
and dips.
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SPICE OILS
green pepper [organic]
rapeseed spice oil . naturland

Cold-pressed rapeseed oil, fresh from the mill, meets
green pepper and thus becomes a full-bodied and spicy
taste experience. It has a high content of monounsaturated fatty acids. This very versatile spice oil is good
with all savoury dishes. A clever twist is to add to fresh
strawberries!

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

26611

100 ml bottle (5,95 € / 100 ml)

5,95

For seasoning, braising, marinating, for dressings
and dips.

herb spice oil [organic]

This hearty spice oil is a composition of cold pressed
rape, sunflower and safflower oils with aromatic spices
and herbs. It can be heated to moderate temperatures and
is also ideal for marinating and seasoning.Now available in
a dark light protection bottle for best aroma and quality!

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

11351

500 ml bottle (15,80 € / 1 l)

7,90

Our popular Herb-Garlic Oil captivates through its intense yet not overwhelming garlic note. Herbs typical
of the German cuisine like pepper, caraway, mustard
seed, rosemary and bay give this delicious oil its characteristic taste. This composition of fresh from the
mill, cold-pressed rapeseed, sunflower and thistle oil
can be moderately heated. It is also perfect for marinades
and seasoning.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

12311
12351

100 ml bottle (4,50 € / 100 ml)
500 ml bottle (15,80 € / 1 l)

4,50
7,90

For seasoning, frying, marinating, for dressings
and dips.

herbes de provence
[organic]

rapeseed spice oil . naturland
Native rapeseed is cold pressed for this spice oil and
refined with marjoram, parsley, thyme, and tarragon.
This is how the freshly-harvested herbs de Provence
create a full-bodied taste experience with authentic
spices. This aromatic spice oil is rich in monounsaturated fatty acids. It adds a finishing touch to the Mediterranean in meat, fish and vegetable dishes, e.g. ratatouille.
Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

12611
12621

100 ml bottle (4,50 € / 100 ml)
250 ml bottle (3,56 € / 100 ml)

4,50
8,90

For seasoning, short roasts, marinating, for dressings and dips.

For seasoning, braising, marinating, for dressings
and dips.

horseraddish spice oil
[organic]

mediterranean oil
[organic]

Unshelled sesame is carefully cold pressed and enhanced with spicy horse raddish extract for this oil.
Our horseraddish spice oil is rich in unsaturated fatty
acids. With its strong aromatic spiciness it enhances sushi
and sashimi, mayonnaises and strong dips, delicious also
with smoked fish.

This tasty spice oil contains cold-pressed rapeseed oil
combined with the natural aroma of paprika, oregano, pepper, basil, coriander, rosemary, mustard seeds,
thyme, onions and marjoram. It has a high content of
monounsaturated fatty acids. Our Mediterranean spice
oil is well suited to recipes from the Mediterranean, e.g.
pizza and pasta.

sesame spice oil

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

26311

100 ml bottle (7,50 € / 100 ml)

7,50

For seasoning, braising, marinating, for dressings
and dips.
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herb and garlic spice
oil [organic]

rapeseed spice oil . naturland

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

19311
19321

100 ml bottle (4,50 € / 100 ml)
250 ml bottle (3,56 € / 100 ml)

4,50
8,90

For seasoning, braising, marinating, for dressings
and dips.

SPICE OILS
nana-mint [organic]

olive-lemon [organic]

A convincing combination of fragrant nana mint (Mentha spicata) and cold pressed rapeseed oil. Our nanamint spice oil has a high content of monounsaturated
fatty acids. It gives sweet dishes, vegetables or lamb an
exotic fresh minty flavour.

This spice oil combines extra virgin olive oil and a fine
fruity lemon and orange note. A freshness to fish dishes
and salads – as well as anywhere a lemon flavour is required.

olive spice oil

rapeseed spice oil

Art. No. Unit

Price in €

13311 100 ml bottle (4,95 € / 100 ml)

4,95

For braising, dressings, dips and marinades.

onion-garlic [organic]
rapeseed spice oil

A hearty, strong taste experience is provided by the
pungent flavour of fresh onions and garlic in cold
pressed rapeseed oil. Our onion-garlic spice oil is rich in
monounsaturated fatty acids. It gives any dish a fine but
also strong onion and garlic flavour. Tip: Just brush the salad
bowl with the oil for the classic hint of garlic!

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

13111
13121
13151

100 ml bottle (4,50 € / 100 ml)
250 ml bottle (3,16 € / 100 ml)
500 ml bottle (25,00 € / 1 l)

4,50
7,90
12,50

For seasoning, marinating, for dressings and dips.

salad oil fruity
[organic]

A culinary option to our hearty salad oil. The exquisite
combination of nutty sunflower oil, unshelled rapeseeds and aromatic olive oil is enrich by a freshfruity
aroma of orange, lemon and lime. Our fruity salad oil
is rich in vitamin E. A delicious extra for salads, dips,
marinades or smoothies.
Awarded the title of
Culinary Ambassador of
Lower-Saxony 2017

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

23011

100 ml bottle (4,50 € / 100 ml)

4,50

For frying, braising, for dressings, dips and marinades.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

83111
83151

100 ml bottle (4,50 € / 100 ml)
500 ml bottle (15,80 € / 1 l)

4,50
7,90

For dressings and dips, seasoning and marinades.

smoked pepper [organic]

salad oil spicy
[organic]

rapeseed spice oil . naturland

A fine spicy mixture of cold pressed sunflower seed and
rapeseed oil with extracts of dill, basil and tarragon.
Our spicy salad oil is rich in vitamin E and has a high
content of unsaturated fatty acids. It is not only good
in salads, dressings and dips of all kinds but also enhances
fish dishes, quark dishes or vegetable soups.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

12511
12551

100 ml bottle (4,50 € / 100 ml)
500 ml bottle (17,80 € / 1 l)

4,50
8,90

For dressing and dips, for seasoning and marinating.

Savoury paprika, a hint of spiciness and fine smoke
aroma: The smoked pepper spice oil gives every dish a
touch of bonfire. The delicious combination of roastedsmoked spicy pods and fresh from the mill rapeseed
oil convinces not only lovers of classic smoked paprika
but everyone who likes a savoury flavour. It is rich in
monounsaturated fatty acids. Perfect for fish and meat,
vegetarian or vegan dishes.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

82911

100 ml bottle (6,90 € / 100 ml)

6,90

For seasoning, marinating, for dressings and dips.
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SPICE OILS
soup greens [organic]

tandoori [organic]

Popular soup herbs give this cold-pressed rapeseed
oil, fresh from the mill, a strong, aromatic taste. Our
green spice oil has a high content of monounsaturated
fatty acids. It is not only ideal for a traditional minestrone soup, but also for various vegetable soups and stews
together with potato dishes.

Unpeeled sesame seeds are gently cold-pressed for this
seasoning oil and refined with an Indian spice mixture
of cumin, turmeric, ginger, garlic and chilli. It has a
high content of unsaturated fatty acids. With a fine spiciness and mild flavour of garlic our Tandoori spice oil gives
roast or grilled poultry, meat, fish or tofu dishes a typical
Indian flair in no time at all.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

25211

100 ml bottle (4,95 € / 100 ml)

4,95

13811

100 ml bottle (4,95 € / 100 ml)

4,95

rapeseed spice oil

For seasoning, braising, marinating, for dressings
and dips.

For seasoning, braising, marinating, for dressings
and dips.

thyme-sage [organic]

truffle [organic]

Mill fresh cold-pressed rapeseed oil is refined with
thyme and sage. Our thmye-sage spice oil is rich in
monounsaturated fatty acids. With its warm, spicy herbal note it is ideal for Greek dishes, e.g. with lamb or fish,
for marinating sheep’s cheese, drizzling over Greek salad or
white bread.

This truffle spice oil is a balanced combination of organic extra virgin olive oil from Italy with the unmistakable aroma of organic white truffles. Truffles are a
rare specialty. The fine truffle spice oil is ideally suited for
risotto, pasta as well as meat and fish dishes.

rapeseed spice oil . naturland

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

17711

100 ml bottle (4,50 € / 100 ml)

4,50

olive spice oil

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

83811

100 ml bottle (11,90 € / 100 ml)

11,90

For seasoning, braising, marinating, for dressings
and dips.

For seasoning, marinating, for dressings and dips.

venison [organic]

wild garlic [organic]

Our wild spice oil is a hearty and spicy composition
of mill-fresh rapeseed oil and a mix of green pepper,
juniper, coriander, rosemary, fennel and lemon. It has
a high content of monounsaturated fatty acids. This
spice oil is not only ideal for deer, venison, hare or wild boar
dishes but also for roasts and mushrooms dishes.

This seasoning oil is a spicy composition of coldpressed rapeseed oil, fresh from the mill, and springfresh wild garlic, that promises a full-bodied flavor. It
is rich in monounsaturated fatty acids. Wild garlic oil
enhances quark, salads
and vegetables as well
as soups, sauces and
dips.

rapeseed spice oil . naturland

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

26811

100 ml bottle (6,50 € / 100 ml)

6,50

For seasoning, frying, marinating, for dressings
and dips.
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sesame spice oil

rapeseed spice oil . naturland

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

19111
19121

100 ml bottle (4,50 € / 100 ml)
250 ml bottle (3,56 € / 100 ml)

4,50
8,90

For seasoning, braising, marinating, for dressings
and dips.

COCONUT SPICE OILS
chinese five spice
[organic]

curry [organic]
coconut spice oil

coconut spice oil

In this coconut spice oil an authentic curry
mixture combines with the fine, typical coconut flavour to a rounded composition with an
Indian flair.

In this coconut spice oil, cayenne pepper, ginger, curcurma etc combine with the fine, typical coconut flavour to a rounded composition
for South Asian cuisine.
Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

18319

100 g jar (5,50 € / 100 g)

5,50

For wok dishes with meat, fish, tofu, and vegetables. Use sparingly!

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

17819

100 g jar (5,50 € / 100 g)

5,50

For vegetable, rice, pasta, meat and fish dishes.

ginger-lemon
[organic]

harissa [organic]
coconut spice oil

coconut spice oil

The characteristic spices of a Moroccan Harissa mixture combine with the fine, typical
coconut flavour to give a perfect mixture for
North African cuisine.

In this coconut spice oil the intensive aroma
of ginger and lemon myrtle combines with the
fine, typical coconut flavour to give a rounded
composition for a tangy, citrus touch.
Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

18519

100 g jar (5,50 € / 100 g)

5,50

28419

100 g jar (5,50 € / 100 g)

5,50

For vegetable, tofu, fish and meat dishes.

For vegetables, tofu, fish and meat dishes.

ras el hanout
[organic]

sweet cuisine
[organic]

This coconut spice oil is an Oriental creation.
The fine coconut flavor goes well with spices
such as turmeric, nutmeg, cinnamon, anise,
ginger and cardamom. The perfect composition
for the North African cuisine.

In this coconut spice oil a sweet spice mixture of cinnamon, coriander, aniseed, cloves
etc combine with the fine, typical flavour of
the coconut to give a rounded composition
for sweet dishes.

coconut spice oil

coconut spice oil

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

10619

100 g jar (5,50 € / 100 g)

5,50

10719

100 g jar (5,50 € / 100 g)

5,50

For couscous, bulgur, millet, rice and lamb dishes.

For cakes and biscuits, whippes cream, sweet dishes and desserts.

tikka masala
[organic]

tandoori [organic]
coconut spice oil

coconut spice oil

In this coconut spice oil fragrant spices, mild
spiciness and a hint of garlic combine with the
fine, typical coconut flavour to give a rounded
composition for Indian cuisine.

When a mild curry mixture and the fine, typical
flavour of the coconut come together, the result
is a spicy, Indian taste experience.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

17619

100 g jar (5,50 € / 100 g)

5,50

28519

100 g jar (5,50 € / 100 g)

5,50

For poultry, meat and tofu dishes.

For couscous, bulgur, millet, rice and lamb dishes.
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VITAL OILS
organic oils for
your vitality

black cumin seed oil
[organic]

contain a range of fatty acids which are particular to a specific oil
in an exceptionally good combination. Each oil also contains vitamins and further phytochemicals of that particular oil seed. Many
of these oils are enjoyed by those following a healthy diet. Nowadays, the health advantages are clearly specified for these oils. Tip:
If you would like to make oils part of your healthy diet, you can of
course enjoy them straight from the spoon. They are, however, also
ideal (whether alone or combined with other oils) for salad dressings
or in muesli or yoghurt. They should never be heated.

This freshly milled, intensively aromatic oil is from cold
pressed Egyptian black cumin seeds. This preserves the
valuable ingredients particularly well. It contains essential oils and fatty accompanying substances. Enjoy it
straight from the spoon. It can also be used for skincare.
Black cumin seed oil is a natural tick remedy for horses and
dogs. Add a small amount into their food or directly onto
the fur. Not suitable for cats!

Further information as well as details to ingredients, nutritional values and allergenic information are available on our website: oelmuehle-solling.de

black cumin oil
unfiltered [organic]
virgin . egyptian

This unfiltered organic black cumin seed oil is coldpressed from Egyptian black cumin seeds. It contains
valuable sediments as well as essential oils and fat polyunsaturated fatty acids. The oil has a dark color and
a strong, slightly spicy taste. Because of its strong taste,
the oil should be carefully dosed. Shake well before use.
Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

15911
15921
15951

100 ml bottle (7,50 € / 100 ml)
250 ml bottle (5,96 € / 100 ml)
500 ml bottle (49,80 € / 1 l)

7,50
14,90
24,90

Ideal for salads, soups and oriental dishes.

chia oil [organic]
virgin . salvia hispanica

Chia was valued by the Aztecs as a source of vitality. The golden-yellow oil of the chia seeds is rich in
polyunsaturated fatty acids, especially the essential
omega-3 fatty acid alpha linolenic acid. Its good characteristics are similar to those of linseed oil. Although
chia seeds are been used for centuries as a foodstuff, it is
only they which have been certified in the EU as a Novel
Food; chia seed oil is not yet certified.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

23211

100 ml bottle (6,90 € / 100 ml)

6,90

Recommended for external application (body care).
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virgin . egyptian

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

14911
14921
14951

100 ml bottle (7,50 € / 100 ml)
250 ml bottle (5,96 € / 100 ml)
500 ml bottle (49,80 € / 1 l)

7,50
14,90
24,90

Also for oriental dishes.

borage oil [organic]
virgin

This freshly milled pure oil is from cold pressed borage
seeds. This preserves the valuable ingredients particularly well. Borage oil is rich in polyunsaturated fatty acids
and contains approximately 21 % gamma-linolenic acid.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

27811
27821

100 ml bottle (9,90 € / 100 ml)
250 ml bottle (7,96 € / 100 ml)

9,90
19,90

Enjoy it straight from the spoon or as skincare.

evening primrose oil
[organic]
virgin

This freshly milled pure oil is from cold pressed evening
primrose seeds. This preserves the valuable ingredients
particularly well. Evening primrose oil has a high content of polyunsaturated fatty acids and contains approximately 10 % gamma linolenic acid. It is a particular favourite with women.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

27111
27121

100 ml bottle (9,50 € / 100 ml)
250 ml bottle (7,80 € / 100 ml)

9,50
19,50

Enjoy it straight from the spoon or as skincare.
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LINSEED OIL AND
CAMELINA OIL

OFTEN CONFUSED AND YET QUITE DIFFERENT
of freshly harvested linseed (flax) in
small batches every day. Afterwards
it is gently filtered and bottled under
the exclusion of oxygen. The taste of
our linseed oil is nutty and mild. After opening, the bottle should be kept
well closed in the refrigerator and used
within two months.
The camelina on the other hand, has
a pea-like flavor. It is freshly pressed
from camelina seeds from certified organic farming. It shoud be kept in the

refrigerator. The proportion of alphalinolenic acid of camelina oil is slightly
lower compared to the linseed oil. Depending on the fatty acid composition,
cold-pressed organic edible oils are particularly suitable for cold or hot meals. While rape seed oil or peanut oil
are suitable for frying, roasting and
baking, camelina oil, as well as linseed
oil, should only be used for cold dishes
such as salads, dips and as an ingredient for breakfast cereals.

© wikimedia commons | Bliesgauoele

Often confused and yet quite different:
Flax and camelina are completely different plants. Both plants contain high
levels of the polyunsaturated alpha-linolenic acid, also called omega-3 fatty
acid. The proportion of this essential
fatty acid in linseed oil is about 50 %
while camelina oil has an omega-3 fatty
acid content of about 41 %.
The organic linseed oil from the Ölmühle Solling is a native oil which is
sensitiv to oxidation. It is cold pressed

Camelina

Flax

linseed oil [organic]

camelina oil [organic]

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

10911
10921
10951
10903
10963

100 ml bottle (4,50 € / 100 ml)
250 ml bottle (2,76 € / 100 ml)
500 ml bottle (19,80 € / 1 l)
1 l can (21,50 € / 1 l)
2,5 l can (17,96 € / 1 l)

4,50
6,90
9,90
21,50
44,90

Refines salads, dips, cereals and yoghurt. Keep
refrigerated.

G

This pure camelina oil is freshly pressed cold from
freshly harvested camelina seeds, to preserve the valuable ingredients. Camelina oil is characterized by its
high content of alpha linolenic acid, an in omega-3 fatty acid, with approximately 40 %. In order to preserve
the valuable ingredients, it should be enjoyed unheated.
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virgin . naturland

The freshly harvested linseed is cold
pressed in small lots daily. This preserves
the valuable ingredients and the typical
flavour particularly well. Fresh linseed
oil is rich in omega-3 fatty acids with
approximately 50 % . Tasty when served
with with jacket potatoes and quark.
Art. No.

Unit

14111
14121
14151
14103
14163

100 ml bottle (4,50 € / 100 ml)
250 ml bottle (2,76 € / 100 ml)
500 ml bottle (19,80 € / 1 l)
1 l canister (21,50 € / 1 l)
2,5 l canister (17,96 € / 1 l)

Awarded the title of
Culinary Ambassador of
Lower-Saxony 2018

Price in €

4,50
6,90
9,90
21,50
44,90

Keep refrigerated. Lasts up to 8 weeks.
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VITAL OILS
hemp seed oil [organic]
virgin

Cold pressed from freshly harvested hempseeds. This
preserves the valuable ingredients and typical flavour
particularly well. Our hemp seed oil is rich in vitamin
E, polyunsaturated fatty acids and contains approximately 2 – 3 % gamma-linolenic acid. The olivegreen,
nutty oil is very digestible.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

14511
14521

100 ml bottle (5,90 € / 100 ml)
250 ml bottle (4,76 € / 100 ml)

5,90
11,90

For braising, for dressings and dips.

virgin

This pure edible oil is cold-pressed from the fruits of
the holy thistle. It belongs to the group of bitter herbs
and was cultivated in monastery gardens because of its
bitter substances such as silymarin, which are rarely
found in today's nutrition. The holy thistle is rich in
vitamin E and unsaturated fatty acids. Holy thistle oil is
very popular in folk medicine.
Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

83511
83521

100 ml bottle (6,90 € / 100 ml)
250 ml bottle (5,56 € / 100 ml)

6,90
13,90

Enjoy the milk thistle oil straight from the spoon,
with fine dressings and green smoothies. Also
suitable for skin care.

omega balance oil
[organic]
virgin . with 30 % linseed oil

pomegranate seed oil
[organic]

A mixture of 11 high grade, cold pressed organic vegetable oils (“Virgin Eleven”). Our omega balance oil is
rich in polyunsaturated fatty acids and contains essential omega-6 and omega-3 fatty acids at an optimum
ratio of 3:2 together with numerous phytochemicals
and the rare punicic acid (3,7 %).

Dried pomegranate seeds are carefully cold pressed for
this pure oil. It is rich in polyunsaturated fatty acids
and contains approximately 85 % punicic acid. For dressings and dips, enjoy it straight from the spoon or use it for
skincare. Tip: Too good to heat!

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

23611
23621

100 ml bottle (8,90 € / 100 ml)
250 ml bottle (7,16 € / 100 ml)

8,90
17,90

Enjoy it straight from the spoon or as a supplement in muesli, hot dishes, dips and desserts.

sea buckthorn oil
[organic]

virgin

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

22111

100 ml bottle (19,90 € / 100 ml)

19,90

For dressings, dips and marinades.

wheat germ oil
conventional

from the pulp

This freshly milled oil is from cold pressed sea buckthorn pulp. This preserves the valuable ingredients particularly well. Our Sea buckthorn oil has a high content
of monounsaturated fatty acids and contains at least
25 % monounsaturated palmitic acid.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

25111

100 ml bottle (35,00 € / 100 ml)

35,00

Enjoy it straight from the spoon or as skincare.
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holy thistle oil
[organic]

Cold pressed from wheatgerm and ultrafiltered. The
yellowish gold oil is rich in vitamin E along with further
secondary phytochemicals and is a traditional part of
a healthy food diet. NB: We offer this oil in conventional
quality because organic wheatgerm is not available permanently or often enough at the suitable quality levels.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

15011
15021

100 ml bottle (9,90 € / 100 ml)
250 ml bottle (8,76 € / 100 ml)

9,90
21,90

For braising, for dressings, dips and marinades.

know
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SOURCE OF VITALITY

BLACK CUMIN OIL AND OMEGA BALANCE OIL
Cold-pressed vegetable oils are an important part of a balanced diet as they
contain many unsaturated and essential fatty acids. Essential fatty acids are

characterized by the fact that they can
not be produced by the human body.
The two following polyunsaturated
fatty acids are particularly valuable:

linoleic acid, an omega-6 fatty acid, as
well as alpha-linolenic acid, which is
an omega-3 fatty acid.

Golden treasure from Egypt:
Black cumin oil – filtered or unfiltered
At Ölmühle Solling, we have been producing mill-fresh, filtered black cumin
oil from organically grown and fully
matured Egyptian black cumin seed
for over 20 years. Since this spring, we
also offer unfiltered black cumin oil.
The unfiltered delicacy from Egypt is
characterized by a darker color and a
more intense flavor. The sediment contains valuable bitter substances and suspended solids. Black cumin seed oil is
dominated by the essential, double unsaturated linoleic acid. The high proportion of essential oils justify the popularity of the black cumin oil for a variety
of applications in folk medicine.

Omega Balance oil – valuable combination with the optimum ratio
Our Omega Balance oil is a combination
of eleven oils, including mill-fresh linseed oil, evening primrose oil, hemp oil
and seabuckthorn oil. It forms a mixture with the optimum ratio of omega-6
and omega-3 fatty acids (3 : 2). The oil is
rich in vitamins and phytochemicals.
It also scores in terms of taste. With

its subtle vanilla note, rounded off
with essential orange, lemon and lime
oil, it goes perfectly with muesli and
smoothies. Alpha-linolenic acid contributes to the maintenance of a normal
cholesterol level in the blood at a daily
intake of around 2 g. We recommend taking 1 – 2 tablespoons of Omega Balance
oil daily.

bircher muesli
For 4 servings
ingredients

© Fotolia | Diana Taliun

1 – 2 tbsp Omega Balance Oil
2 tbsp spelt
2 tbsp buckwheat
200 ml sweet cream
300 ml milk
100 g
natural yoghurt
100 g
oat flakes
50 g
raisins
1 tbsp
dried apricots, finely diced
1
grated apple
1
diced banana
1 cup
fresh fruit of your choice
1/4
vanilla pod
lemon juice
Soak spelt and buckwheat in water the
night before. The next morning, put
all remaining ingredients in a bowl
and stir. Add the grains and mix.
Enjoy!
Tip for vegan preparation:
Replace milk, cream and yoghurt
with soy products.

Egyptian black cumin seeds
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SPREADS
organic spreads
Oils on bread? Of course! Based on our delicious virgin coconut oils we produce mouthwatering spreads in our manufactory. They bring a variety of fatty acids, vitamins, minerals and
phytochemicals directly to the table. They are purely vegetable
based. NB: We do not use any emulsifiers, artificially hydrogenated fats, aromas or any other conventional food technology
components, e.g. such as are often used in the industrial production of margarine.

Our spreads taste so good thanks alone to the fresh organic coconuts, pumpkins, linseed, walnuts and other
good ingredients. Enjoy our spreads as a savoury alternative to butter, margarine or dripping or
as a delicious culinary helper. Tips can be
found on each product!
Thanks to the balanced combination
of oils our spreads are easy to spread at
room temperature.

Further information as well as details to ingredients, nutritional values and allergenic information are available on our website: oelmuehle-solling.de

coconut butter [organic]

cocolino
[organic]
with 33 % linseed oil
Pure vegetable spread made from virgin coconut fat and freshly milled, cold pressed linseed oil. With approximately 15 % omega-3 fatty
acids (alpha-linolenic acid) this spread contributes to maintaining a
normal cholesterol level in the blood. Sea buckthorn
oil gives additional natural vitamins (A, C and E)
together with a mild fruity note. This positive effect
can be achieved with a daily intake of 2 g alpha-linolenic
acid (ALA). This is the equivalent of two slices of bread
with this spread.
Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

18411

160 g jar (3,09 € / 100 g)

4,95

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

18211

160 g jar (3,09 € / 100 g)

4,95

A good alternative to butter or margarine but not suitable for
frying.

As a natural mildly sweet spread, to enhance Asian dishes, for
sweet dishes and desserts.

fried
onion cocos [organic]
with 29 % linseed oil

pumpkin
seed [organic]
coconut

This is a particulary hearty, pure vegetable spread made from virgin
coconut fat and freshly milled, cold pressed linseed oil rounded off
with savoury fried onions and apple chips. This spread contains approximately 14 % omega-3 fatty acids (alpha-linolenic
acid) and helps maintain a normal cholesterol level
in the blood. The positive effect can be achieved
with a daily intake of 2 g alpha-linolenic acid (ALA).
This is the equivalent of one to two slices of bread
with this spread.
Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

18711

150 g jar (3,30 € / 100 g)

4,95

A savoury alternative to dripping, butter or margarine but not
suitable for frying.
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„The whole coconut in a jar“: This is the best description for this fine,
mildly sweet spread. This fine exotic speciality is made by grinding
the flesh of freshly dried coconuts and lightly deoiling it. Coconut butter is free from sweeteners or any other additives and offers pure enjoyment
with all the valuable ingredients of the coconut.

This purely vegetable based spread is made from virgin coconut oil and
original Steiermark pumpkin seed oil. According to folklore pumpkin
seeds are particularly recommended for the prostate and this spread
makes it possible to take it easily. It contains vitamin E. A good alternative to butter or margarine and
particularly popular with men.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

18911

160 g jar (3,09 € / 100 g)

4,95

Not suitable for frying.

SPREADS
pesto variations
Our family loves to cook – we spend a lot of time in the kitchen
and try out new creations every day. That's how we developed
our three pesto varieties.
The fine mixture of chopped walnuts, walnut oil, parmesan and
herbs make the walnut pesto uniquely strong and nutty. The spicy
cherry tomato pesto convinces with its Mediterranean, tomatic
taste. The sweetish note of our cashew pumpkin seed pesto, is
due to a hint of apple. The roasted pumpkin and cashew kernels
complete the taste.
By the way – our pestos are not only great with pasta and bread.
Also as an ingredient for salad dressings, they are ideally suited.

cashew pumpkin pesto
[organic]

A spicy hearty pesto variation with fine cashew and pumpkin seeds,
seasones with Parmesan cheese, roasted onions, a fruity touch of
apples and our own roasted pumpkin seed oil.
This extaordinary pesto tastes great with pasta, as a
spread ,and with hearty courts from the German kitchen such as mashed potatoes.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

71802

110 g jar (7,18 € / 100 g)

7,90

Simply mix with freshly cooked pasta or use it as a spread for
fresh baguette or bread.

cherry tomato pesto [organic]

A savoury and spicy pesto with cherry tomatoes, Parmesan cheese and
cashew nuts. Topped with a fine note of Italian herbs and spices with
a touch of our own mediterranean and chili spice oils.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

70619

110 g jar (7,18 € / 100 g)

7,90

Ideal for pasta, pizza, salads and as a spread for baguette and
sandwiches. Also suitable for refining hot dishes.

walnut pesto [organic]

A delicious variation on pesto with chopped walnuts, walnut oil and
parmesan, perfectly rounded off with Mediterranean herbs and a mild
garlic flavour.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

70564

110 g jar (7,18 € / 100 g)

7,90

With pasta, on sandwiches, with cheese, antipasti and salads.
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FLOURS AND SEEDS
organic flours

almond flour [organic]
partly deoiled

Low in carbohydrate nut flour ist rich in vitamins, minerals, protein and fibre. The residual vegetable oil is approximately 10 % –
15 % and identical to the natural fatty acids spectrum of the particular
nut or oil seed. Just replace 10 %–20 % of white flour with glutenfree nut
flour, which develops its typical flavour of roasted nuts during baking.
Nut flour is often sold out – Why?
Pressing nut and oil seed results in approximately 40 % oil and 50 %
press cake. The availability of the different types of flour is influenced
by the demand for the different types of oil. We always press fresh oils
as soon as our stocks of these are depleted. Occasionally, the flour is
sold out quicker than the oil. We apologise for this inconvenience and
thank you for your understanding.
Further information as well as details to ingredients, nutritional values and allergenic information are available on our website: oelmuehle-solling.de

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

46553

500 g (25,80 € / 1 kg)

12,90

chia flour [organic]

coconut flour [organic]

The tiny chia seed come from South and Middle America and provides
a wealth of vital nutrients. The Mayas and Aztecs considered it to be
more valuable than gold. Fresh edible chia seeds are carefully de-oiled
and ground for this fine flour. It still contains approximately 7 % chia
oil and is rich in vegetable protein and
dietary fibre. Chia flour is ideal for thickening soups and sauces and for baking. The
daily recommended intake of 15 g should not
be exceeded. Use up to 5 g for breads.

Coconut flour is produced from fresh coconut flesh which is gently
dried, deoiled and finely ground. It still contains approximately 10 %
coconut oil, is rich of vegetable protein and has a high content of
approximately 34 % dietary fibre. The coconuts which are used for
this exotically aromatic flour originate
from plantations in Sri Lanka and the Philippines. Ideal for musli and for thickening
shakes. Gluten free.

partly deoiled

partly deoiled . salvia hispanica

Art. No.

43253

Unit

500 g (9,90 € / 1 kg)

Price in €

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

4,95

48253

500 g (9,90 € / 1 kg)

4,95

hazelnut flour [organic]

hemp seed flour [organic]

Hazelnut flour is made from fresh, hazelnuts which are gently deoiled
and finely ground. It still contains approximately 17 % hazelnut oil and
is rich in vegetable protein and dietary fibre (23 %). The nuts for this
aromatic flour are bought from organically
run plantations in the sun-spoilt regions
along the coast of the Black Sea (Turkey).
Ideal for all baking recipes in which hazelnuts
play a part! Gluten free.

Hemp flour is produced from fresh edible hemp seeds which is carefully deoiled and finely ground. It contains approximately 10 % hemp
oil and has a high content of vegetable protein and fiber (20 %).
Farming this ancient type of hemp with
low THC levels has only been permitted
with a special licence in Germany since
the 1980s. For our hemp flour we favour
hemp seed from France Ideal for thickening soups and sauces.

partly deoiled
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Almond flour is made from almonds which are gently de-oiled and finely ground. For our flour we use only sweet almonds. It still contains
approximately 10 % almond oil and is rich in vegetable protein as well
as in dietary fibre (approximately 18 %).
This flour has a high content of monounsaturated fatty acids. Ideal for pastries and
biscuits! Gluten free. The colour of the flour depends on the availability of the raw products.
Sometimes the almonds are processed with the
brown skins which make a somewhat darker
flour, sometimes without. The only difference
it should make to your baking is a slightly different colour.

partly deoiled

Art. No.

Unit

46253

500 g (13,00 € / 1 kg) 6,50

Price in €

Art. No.

Unit

44553

500 g (11,90 € / 1 kg) 5,95

Price in €

recipes

HIGH PROTEIN BREAD

BAKING WITH NUT AND SEED FLOURS
pumpkin seed bread
ingredients:
150 g
spelt flour
65 g
rye flour
65 g
pumpkin seed flour
190 ml warm water
50 g
pumpkin seeds
35 g
chia seeds
6g
salt
4g
dry yeast

preparation

Mix all ingredients in a large bowl and
add warm water. Knead the mass (with
a kneading hook or by hand) until the
dough no longer sticks to the bowl.
Grease the baking tin and fill with the

linseed nut bread

almond walnut bread

dough. Cover it with a damp cloth and
let it rest for about 30 minutes. Preheat
the oven to 200 degrees, seal the baking
tin with aluminum foil. Bake bread for
about 50 minutes. Remove the alumi-

num foil after baking. Allow the bread
to cool down before removing it from
the baking tin.

ingredients:
150 g
spelt flour
50 g
rye flour
50 g
flaxseed flour
180 ml warm water
35 g
sunflower seeds
25 g
chopped walnuts
35 g
chia seeds
6g
salt
4g
dry yeast

ingredients:
190 g
spelt flour
35 g
almond flour
180 ml warm water
50 g
chopped walnuts
35 g
chia seeds
6g
salt
4g
dry yeast

Enjoy!
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BIO

FLOURS AND SEEDS
linseed flour [organic]

pumpkin seed flour [organic]

Linseed flour is made from brown linseed which is gently de-oiled and
finely ground. It still contains approximately 10 % linseed oil and is
rich in vegetable protein as well als in dietary fibre (approximately
40 %). This flour has a high content of polyunsaturated fatty acids.
The fresh linseed used for this flour speciality comes from Naturland producers.
Ideal in musli, for bread and rolls!

partly deoiled

Pumpkin seed flour is made from pumpkin seeds whch are gently deoiled and finely ground. It still contains approximately 12 % pumpkin
seed oil and has a high content of vegetable protein (approximately
45 %) and dietary fibre (approximately
15 %). Just like pumpkin seed oil, pumpkin seed flour is naturally greenish and
a culinary rarity. Ideal as an ingredient for
bread or rolls or for coating! Gluten free.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

44153

500 g (5,90 € / 1 kg)

2,95

49853

500 g (9,90 € / 1 kg)

4,95

sesame seed flour [organic]

walnut flour [organic]

Sesame seed flour is made from sesame seed which is gently deoiled
and finely ground. It still contains approximately 10 – 12 % sesame
seed oil and is rich in vegetable protein as well as in dietary fibre
(approximately 21 %). Sesame seed flour gives a pleasant nutty flavour
and a hint of oriental flair. Ideal for musli
and desserts! Gluten free.

Walnut flour is made from walnuts which are gently de-oiled and finely ground. It contains still approximately 15 % walnut oil and is rich
in vegetable protein (approximately 45 %) as well as in dietary fibre
(approximately 13 %). Ideal for fine pastries and biscuits! Gluten free.

partly deoiled

Art. No.

Unit

44353

500 g (9,90 € / 1 kg) 4,95

Price in €

partly deoiled

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

46153

500 g (11,90 € / 1 kg)

5,95

© AdobeStock | jchizhe

partly deoiled . naturland

BIO

FLOURS AND SEEDS
black cumin seeds [organic]

Fully matures Egyptian black cumin seeds from organic farming. The
small, black seede of the balck cumin (Nigella sativa) are characterized
by their intense, spicy and peppery taste. They contain bitter substances and tannins. Its high content of essential oils is remarkable. Black
cumin is highly valued in both folk and oriental cuisines.

Art. No.

Unit

44956

500 g (15,80 € / 1 kg) 7,90

chia seeds [organic]
salvia hispanica

The seeds of the chia plant were prized way back by the Aztecs, Mayas
and Incas as a valuable supplier of nutrients. Chia seed oil is particularly rich in the omega-3 fatty acid alpha linolenic acid (19 %). Chia seeds
turn into a gel when mixed with plenty of water. According to Novel
Food Legislation, Regulation (EC) No
258/97 the recommended daily intake of
chia seeds should not exceed 15 g. Store
in an airtight container in a cool, dry place.

Price in €

Ideal for sprinkling flatbread or
as bread spice and to refine warm
dishes. Makes cabbage and legumes
easier to digest.

hemp seeds [organic]

These unpeeled hemp seeds come from certified organic cultivation in
Europe and they are rich in fibre. The seeds also have a high content
of polyunsaturated fatty acids. Food hemp has no intoxicating effect. The
seeds should not be used for sowing. Keep well closed, cool and dark.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

44556

500 g (13,80 € / 1 kg)

6,90

They are an ingredient in yogurt, cereal and smoothies. Also, hemp seeds are
an ideal baking ingredient and refine
salads and vegetable dishes.

Art. No.

Unit

43256

500 g (13,80 € / 1 kg) 6,90

Price in €

They are often added to muesli,
smoothies and bread and bakery
products.

pumpkin seeds [organic]

These pumpkin seeds in raw food quality come from the Styrian oil
pumpkin from certified organic farming. Naturally green, spicy pumpkin seeds contain about 46 % pumpkin seed oil and is rich in unsaturated fatty acids, vegetable protein as well as fibre (approximately 15 %)
. A culinary rarity from Austria.

Art. No.

Unit

49856

500 g (21,80 € / 1 kg) 10,90

Price in €

Ideal as an ingredient in muesli,
salads, soups and vegetable dishes as
well as a baking ingredient for bread
and rolls. They can also be enjoyed
pure.

rosehip powder [organic]

Raw rosehip powder is made from valuable rosehips that are gently
milled. It contains about 63 % fiber and is rich in vitamin C. The rose
hips are organically grown in Patagonia. The rosehip powder is ideal as an
ingredient for muesli, smoothies, as a baking
ingredient and can be infused as a tea.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

48453

500 g (19,80 € / 1 kg)

9,90

Rosehip

The red rosehip powder is ideal as an
ingredient for muesli, smoothies, as a
baking ingredient and can be infused
as a tea.
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VINEGARS
organic vinegars
Vinegar and oil – in culinary terms, the perfect couple. A culinary
dream team. That is enough reason for us to offer you a small but
high quality assortment of choice organic vinegars alongside our
oils. Whereas industrially produced vinegar is often just acidic,
hand-made vinegars score with a depth of flavour which is comparable to a good wine. We do not just offer the traditional types of vinegar such as white wine or apple vinegar. We are particulary proud
of our numerour really unusual varities which are only produced
in small amounts by selected partners. The basis of all our vinegar
is high quality organic wine and most which – depending on the
variety – are composed differently and sometimes herbs are added.
Further information as well as details to ingredients, nutritional values and allergenic information are available on our website: oelmuehle-solling.de

apple balsamic
[organic]

Produced using traditional methods. Pure apple juice
is first reduced to must and then fermented to vinegar.
We achieve the mild sweetness in our Apple Balsamic
Vinegar by adding carefully reduced apple juice. It is
then allowed to slowly mature to a mild balsamic vinegar in small oak barrels. Its mild acidity gives dressings
a fruity character.

Art. No.

37021

Unit

250 ml bottle (2,20 € / 100 ml)

di modena i. g.p., dark

Produced using traditional methods. The fresh must of
grapes is fermented in two steps; first of all to wine
and then to vinegar. Carefully reduced grape must is
added to the new vinegar achieving a typical mild flavour. It is then stored in small oak barrels and matures
to a mild and harmonious balsamic vinegar.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

34021

250 ml bottle (1,58 € / 100 ml)

3,95

Ideally suited for leafy salads - a tradition in Mediterranean cuisine.

apple orange balsamic
vinegar [organic]

For this particular vinegar speciality, naturally cloudy
apple juice is fermented and then stored in small oak
barrels together with orange peel until it has absorbed
the natural, refreshing aroma of the citrus fruit. This
fruity Apple Cider and Orange Vinegar is also neither
filtered nor pasteurized, preserving its natural ingredients.

Price in €

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

5,50

32221

250 ml bottle (3,16 € / 100 ml)

7,90

Its mild acidity gives dressings a fruity flavour.

For fresh and fruity dressings.

apple quince balsamic
vinegar [organic]

apple vinegar [organic]

Two native fruits are married here: The fresh must of
apples and quinces is first fermented to wine and then
to vinegar. It contains no sweeteners and is neither
filtered nor pasteurised preserving the natural ingredients and typical, fragrant aroma particularly well. An
insider tip for fruity dips and dressings.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

32111
32121

100 ml bottle (4,50 € / 100 ml)
250 ml bottle (3,16 € / 100 ml)

4,50
7,90

A mildly acidic vinegar with a rich aroma - very
versatile to use.
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aceto balsamico
[organic]

naturally cloudy

This variety of apple cider vinegar is produced from
fresh, naturally cloudy apple must to which no sweeteners are added. Wine yeasts first ferment it to cider
and then acetobacter transform it into an apple cider
vinegar with an acidity level of at least 5 %. Our naturally cloudy Apple Cider Vinegar is neither filtered nor
pasteurised (heated). It contains the natural clouding
agents, vitamins and minerals of an apple.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

35021

250 ml bottle (1,40 € / 100 ml)

3,50

Good for mixed salads, vegetables and dips.

ound
backgr

MANUFACTORY
OF VINEGAR
Aceto Balsamico di Modena PGI
from the Italian provinces
of Modena and Reggio Emilia
An intense dark brown color, a
balanced taste between fine acidity
and light sweetness, an acetic and
mild fragrance at the same time –
these are just some of the characteristics that distinguish the Aceto Balsamico di Modena PGI of the Ölmühle
Solling.
It is the result of centuries of vinegar
tradition, as only traditionally produced
vinegar from the Italian provinces of
Modena and Reggio Emilia may be
called Aceto Balsamico di Modena
PGI. On a side note, g.g.A. (or englisch
"PGI" / italian "IGP": Indicatione
Geografica Protetta is a German
suffix which means "geographically
protected indication". For the production of the Aceto Balsamico di Modena
PGI only grapes of the grape varieties
Albana, Ancellotta, Fortana, Lambrusco, Montuni, Sangiovese and Trebbiani may be used.
As far back as the time of the Gallic
campaigns of the Roman Emperor
Julius Caesar, the balsamic vinegar

For quality assurance, samples are taken on a
regular basis.

of Modena was used as a disinfecting
medicine for the stomach and intestines. Today it is a culinary premium
product with numerous application
possibilities.
Strict manufacturing rules
The Aceto Balsamico di Modena g.g.A.
of the Ölmühle Solling comes from
vinegar factories in the region, some
of which have been family owned for a
long time. Our supplier, the Consorzio
Filiera Aceto Balsamico di Modena,
ensures that all manufacturers comply
with the strict regulations that apply
to the production of the genuine Aceto
Balsamico di Modena PGI. There are
numerous rules to note:
• A grape juice syrup, a thickened
grape juice, is extracted from the
grape varieties which are used for
the Aceto Balsamico di Modena PGI
• This Grape juice syrup is added with
a minimum of 10% wine vinegar as
well as a vinegar that is at least ten
years old.
• The fermentation first takes place in
large vats. Thereupon, the vinegar
is stored in barrels made of highquality woods (oak, chestnut,
mulberry, sessile or juniper) which
provide a unique and special taste.
• In any case, the acidification and
refining take place in the wooden
barrels, by adding selected vinegar
bacteria cultures. After the maturing time, which lasts at least 12
years, the vinegar is filtered.
• Eventually, an examination is made,
whether its odor, taste, appearance
and composition meet and fulfil the
strict criteria of an Aceto Balsamico
di Modena g.g.A.
A true Aceto Balsamico di Modena
PGI has an alcohol content of at most
1.5 % and a total acidity content of at
least 6%. The only additive allowed
is caramel (no more than 2 % of the
volume) to stabilize the color of the
balsamic vinegar of Modena PGI.

The storage in barrels made of precious woods
contributes to the unique taste of the Italian specialty
Fruit vinegars
Our fruit vinegars are particulary special: Compared to the normal market
products they are made from 100 % pure
juice of the named fruit. The result is, in
our opinion, a small culinary sensation
of extraordinary intensity.
Traditional Production
thanks to Mother of Vinegar
If you discover a cloudy, jelly-like mass
in a bottle of vinegar which has already
been opened, this does not mean that it
has gone off. On the contrary, it is a good
sign of traditionally produced and nonpasteurised vinegar: A so-called “mother
of vinegar” forms. This is the name experts have given to the important acetic acid bacteria which turn alcohol into
acetic acid with the help of oxygen. If a
bottle has been opened, then it is possible that these “little helpers” will become
active once again.
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VINEGARS
black currant vinegar
[organic]

Produced from the pure premium juice of black currants (Cassis). Once fermented using acetobacter (up
to an acidity of approx. 5 %), the vinegar matures in
small oak barrels producing a unique fruity vinegar
with the strong and unmistakable aroma of ripe black
currants. For spicy dressings, ideal in combination with
nutoils, rapeseed, sunflower or olive oil.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

31211
31221

100 ml bottle (3,95 € / 100 ml)
250 ml bottle (2,60 € / 100 ml)

3,95
6,50

Just a few drops will enhance any vinaigrette.
Add to mineral water for a refreshing drink. Tip:
Complete with a pinch of sweetness.

crema del borgo
[organic]
aceto balsamico di modena i.g.p.
Produced using traditional methods. The fresh must
of Spätburgender grapes is fermented in two steps;
first of all to red wine and then to vinegar. Carefully
reduced grape must from the same variety of grape is
added to the new vinegar achieving a typical mild flavour. It is then stored in small oak barrels and matures
to a mild and harmonious balsamic vinegar.

Produced using traditional methods. The fresh must of
white grapes is fermented in two steps to white wine
and then to vinegar. A carefully reduced grape must
from the same variety of grape is added to the new
vinegar giving its typical mild flavour. The vinegar is
then stored in small oak barrels to mature to a mild
and harmonious balsamic vinegar.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

36021

250 ml bottle (1,58 € / 100 ml)

3,95

Mild dressing can be achieved particularly well
thanks to its low acidity level.

dill vinegar [organic]

Freshly harvested dill blossom from native Bioland cultivation gives this light white wine vinegar its typical,
spicy flavour. Just one teaspoon can add a special flavour
to a vinaigrette, mayonnaise or marinade. Also ideal for
pickling gherkins etc.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

38121

250 ml bottle (6,36 € / 100 ml)

15,90

31521

250 ml bottle (2,20 € / 100 ml)

5,50

Ideally suited for leafy salads- a tradition in Mediterranean cuisine.

Mild dressings can be achieved particularly well
thanks to its low acidity level.

elderflower balsamic
vinegar [organic]

herb vinegar [organic]

It has the subtle, fruity aroma and flavour of elderflower which is so popular here. Elderflower syrup is
fermented naturally and then enriched with Riesling
vinegar and lemon.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

32311
32321

100 ml bottle (4,50 € / 100 ml)
250 ml bottle (3,16 € / 100 ml)

4,50
7,90

Gives an extraordinary flavour to fresh salads. Tip:
a little elderflower vinegar in mineral water makes
a fragrant, summery drink.
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condimento bianco
[organic]

A bunch of Mediterranean herbs comprising marjoram, thyme, tarragon and chervil forms the basis for
the harmonious flavour of this spicy wine vinegar to
which each and every herb contributes its own authentic flavour. Ideal in Mediterranean cuisine, for example in Mediterranean dishes, meat and fish marinades,
soups, sauces and salad dressings.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

31321

250 ml bottle (1,80 € / 100 ml)

4,50

Ideal for very aromatic dressings and dips, with
fish dishes and pulses.

VINEGARS
lavender vinegar
[organic]

The fine fragrant, typical lavender bouquet of this
vinegar speciality develops when freshly harvested lavender blossom from the Provence are soaked in mild
white wine vinegar. In combination with a tasty oil (for
example grape seed or nut oil), our Lavender Vinegar gives
a refreshing kick to salads, sauces and hot dishes. It is
particularly good for marinating game, fish and brings a
culinary splash of flavour to Mediterranean salads.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

31421

250 ml bottle (2,20 € / 100 ml)

5,50

morello cherry
vinegar [organic]

This particular vinegar speciality is produced from the
pure premium juice of the Morello cherry. It has an
intensive fruity character and sparkling sourness (approx. 5 % acidity). Morello Cherry Vinegar is not only ideal
in salads or with game dishes but also with hot cherries
with ice-cream. Just a few drops add a definite fruity flavour.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

31621

250 ml bottle (2,60 € / 100 ml)

6,50

A vinegar with Mediterranean flair which goes
well with fish or seafood soups.

Just a few drops will enhance any vinaigrette. Add
to mineral water for a refreshing drink. Tip: Complete with a pinch of sweetness.

raspberry vinegar
[organic]

red wine vinegar
[organic]

Our Raspberry Vinegar is special. It is produced from
the pure premium juice of freshly picked organic raspberries and is not a white wine vinegar with raspberries added. This gives its unique, subtle, fruity aroma.
It has an acidity level of approximately 5 % but no
sugar any more. A culinary classic in fine dining, in vinaigrettes, on salads and to flavour sauces. TIP: Harmonises particularly well with roasted hazelnut, poppy seed
or walnut oil.
Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

31121

250 ml bottle (3,16 € / 100 ml)

7,90

This classical wine vinegar develops from a cuvee of
various dark red varieties of grape. In the first step
the grape juice is fermented to red wine and in the
second step acetobacter ferments it to a subtle,
aromatic vinegar (acidity approx. 6 %). By the way,
the sugar which occurs naturally in the grape juice
is completely converted into vinegar. Our Red Wine
Vinegar is not pasteurized (heated). An all-rounder in
the kitchen – ideal for all dishes which require a subtle
splash of “sourness”.
Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

32021

250 ml bottle (1,40 € / 100 ml)

3,50

Just a few drops will enhance any vinaigrette.
Add to mineral water for a refreshing drink. Tip:
Complete with a pinch of sweetness.

A culinary classic for dressings, dips, marinades
and wherever a strong acidic flavour is prefered.

tomato vinegar
[organic]

white wine vinegar
[organic]

A culinary rarity produced from pure tomato juice.
Ideal – naturally – for everything with tomatoes but
also delicious in meat or fish marinades or on mozzarella. In spicy dressings this reddish vinegar speciality
marries exceptionally well with nut, rapeseed, sunflower
or olive oils.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

31921

250 ml bottle (3,00 € / 100 ml)

7,50

For giving a tomato flavour to soups and sauces,
for Mediterranean vinaigrettes. Tip: Gives tomato
salad the flavour of sun-ripened tomatoes even in
the middle of winter.

A traditional vinegar with the mild, natural aroma of a
choice white wine. This sugar-free wine vinegar is produced from a grape juice cuvee of various white wine
grapes which are light in colour. In the first step the
grape juice is fermented to white wine and in the second step acetobacter ferment the wine to an acidity
of 6 %. The vinegar is neither filtered nor pasteurised
(heated). An all-rounder in the kitchen – ideal for all dishes which require a subtle splash of “sourness”.
Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

31021

250 ml bottle (1,40 € / 100 ml)

3,50

A culinary classic for dressings, dips, marinades
and wherever a mild acidic flavour is preferred.
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GIFT SETS
asian cuisine

With the coconut spice oils Chinese Five Spice, Curry, Ginger-Lemon
and Tandoori, we have put together a small but fine selection of the
most popular spices of Chinese and Indian cuisine. With just one teaspoon you can quite easily add a touch of magic to Asian meat, fish or vegetable dishes, for example in the wok.

Peanut oil, Sesame Seed oil roasted and Ginger-Lemongrass spice oil
are three of the basics when preparing authentic Chinese and South
Asian dishes here. Peanut oil is ideal for roasting and wok cooking, Sesame
Seed oil roasted and the combination of Ginger-Lemongrass spice oil provide
the authentic flavour.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

61140

4 x 30 ml (8,25 € / 100 ml)

9,90

60211

box of 3 x 100 ml (43,17 € / 1 l)

12,95

french cuisine

echt! - regional classics

We recommend our spice oils made from regional traditional herbs
when cooking local cuisine: Basil, Wild Garlic and Greens. Just a few
drops transform e.g. salads, vegetables, sauces, soups, stews, potato dishes and dips into local delicacies. High-quality, cold-pressed rapeseed oils
with the authentic flavour of fresh
herbs and the necessary splash of
essential omega-3 fatty acids.

French cuisine is known for its diversity in aromatic herb marinades. This set is a selection of the three spice oils of the most popular
creations of French cuisine – Mediterranean, Herbes de Provence and
Herb-Garlic.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

61147

box of 3 x 100 ml (46,50 € / 1 l)

13,95

60411

box of 3 x 100 ml (45,00 € / 1 l)

13,50

fruity vinegars

You can get to know the wide range of our vinegars made of fruits,
blossoms and berries from local gardens with this vinegars set. A vinegar with a full aroma and mild acid notes from apple and quince
meets the fruity scent of vernal elderflower balsamic vinegar as well as
the characteristic taste of cassis in the black currant vinegar. Perfect
for everyone who loves culinary
sensations and an exceptional
intensity.
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chinese cuisine

herb and spice oils
5 x 20 ml bottles

This selection of cold pressed spice oils in decorative mini bottles
opens up a variety of culi-nary possibilities. Contains: basil rapeseed
spice oil, coffee almond oil, fruity salad oil, mediterranean rapeseed spice
oil and ginger lemongrass rapeseed spice oil.

n e w co m

position

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

Art. No.

Unit

61148

box of 3 x 100 ml (43,17 € / 1 l)

12,95

61150

box of 5 x 20 ml bottles (9,80 € / 100 ml)

Price in €

9,80

GIFT SETS
mediterranean cuisine

These three spice oils Basil, Herbes de Provence and Mediterranean
enhance your Mediterranean dishes with a fine, spicy, typical herb
aroma just like a small herb garden. Ideal for salads and soups, fish, meat
and vegetable dishes. Just a few drops suffice – also ideal as seasoning on
the table.

nut oils

Nut oils are particularly elegant, aromatic and delicious. In this set
you can discover intensive, typical hazelnut oil ( from lightly roasted
nuts, perfect for sweet dishes), „Morocco‘s liquid gold“ – nutty and excotic
Argan oil roasted and slightly tangy walnut oil (delicious for example in
dressings). A set for everyone who
loves something special.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

60111

box of 3 x 100 ml (45,00 € / 1 l)

13,50

60511

box of 3 x 100 ml (74,33 € / 1 l)

22,30

oil & vinegar

This set consisting of two oils and one vinegar creates endless culinary dressing possibilities. The fruity elderflower balsamic vinegar
combined with the golden roasted hazelnut oil makes every salad
dressing a fine, nutty taste experience. Together with the elderflower balsamic vinegar, the spice
oil olive-lemon can give salads
and dishes a fresh aroma with
a hint of citrus.

oriental cuisine

These three authentic spice oils: With Chili, Garam Masala and Tandoori supporter of aromatic, hot Indian- and Asiankitchen can enhance your fish, meat, vegetable and wok dishes.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

61149

box of 3 x 100 ml (53,00 € / 1 l)

15,90

60311

box of 3 x 100 ml (46,50 € / 1 l)

13,95

salad oils

This set of three salad oils offers a variety of delicious dressing options. The fruity salad oil with orange, lime and lemon oils sets fresh
accents to salads, smoothies and dips. The spicy salad oil is a fine mixture of cold pressed sunflower and rapeseed oil with extracts of dill,
basil and tarragon. Mill-fresh sunflower oil, rapeseed and olive oil give
the hearty salad oil its certain
something.

seed and nut oils
5 x 20 ml bottles

This selection of seed and nut oils in decorative mini bottles offers
a variety of culinary possibilities. Contains: Argan oil mildly roasted,
Pumpkin seed oil mildly roasted, Plum kernel oil, Mustard oil, Walnut oil.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

61171

box of 3 x 100 ml (45,00 € / 1 l)

13,50

61151

box of 5 x 20 ml bottles (13,80 € / 100 ml)

13,80
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NATURAL COSMETICS
baensch pure care
Cold pressed, mill fresh oils are also a treat for the skin. They
combine with the skin’s own lipid film without causing any damage. And with no assistance whatsoever from the chemical
industry, they naturally provide the correct spectrum of fatty
acids, vitamins and plant based active ingredients so that the
skin can show itself from its best side again.
BAENSCH pure care is suitable for delicate, dry or very sensitive
skin. The oils are free from artifi cial chemical ingredients such
as preservatives or emulsifi ers, are anhydrous and very rich.
All the oils in the BAENSCH pure care range are certified according to NaTrue, the recognised international guidelines for
‘true’ natural cosmetics. The NaTrue label is awarded in three
quality levels: Natural cosmetics, natural cosmetics with orga-

Literature tip: natrue.org
In the summer of 2019, the natural cosmetics
line of Ölmühle Solling is given a new name: Solling Naturkosmetik
offers a new design and a larger selection of certified organic
high quality skin and hair care. More on page 50.

almond skin care oil

apricot kernel skin care oil

The pure, mild almond oil is absorbed slowly and deep into the skin
where it unfolds its skin protecting effect. It has also proved itself in
the care of baby‘s skin with its good skin compatibility.

Cold pressed from the kernels of fresh organic apricots. A mild oil
which naturally exudes a fine note of marzipan and is particularly well
tolerated by the skin. Ideal for sensitive skin, as a baby oil and make-up
remover.

gentle for all that life throws at you

soft and fragrant

Art. No. Unit

Price in €

Art. No. Unit

Price in €

16558 50 ml bottle (25,00 € / 100 ml)

12,50

26758 50 ml bottle (19,90 € / 100 ml)

9,95

argan skin care oil

avocado skin care oil

The virgine plant oil from the seeds of the Moroccan argan fruit is rich
in valuable lipid components, phytochemicals and natural vitamin E.
It supports the skin’s functions, helps it regenerate and improves its
ability to bind moisture. For dry, damaged skin and anti-aging care.

The rich oil with the wonderful green colouring is won from the flesh
of ripe organic avocados. It is high in vitamins A, E and D and natural
plant based active ingredients such as lecithin and phytosterols. It
encourages cell regeneration and supports the regulation of moisture
in the skin. A treat for sensitive, dry or irritated
skin.

gentle and protective

moisturising and regenerating

Art. No. Unit

Price in €

25458 50 ml bottle (23,90 € / 100 ml) 11,95
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nic portion and organic cosmetics. To achieve this high third
level, at least 95 % of the natural ingredients must derive from
controlled organic farming and/or controlled wild collection.
BAENSCH pure care fulfills these highest certification requirements and proudly carries the NaTrue Organic Cosmetic Seal.

Art. No. Unit

Price in €

27758 50 ml bottle (17,90 € / 100 ml)

8,95

NATURAL COSMETICS
calendula baby oil

citrus-rosemary body oil

Protects and soothes baby skin. Fine fragrant, with pure almond oil,
the classic calendula, wheat germ and skin regenerative lanolin. With
a soft fragrance. For the nappy area, for baby massage and as a baby
bath oil. For everyone who prefers a pure oil without any further
ingredients and perfume: Apricot kernel and
almond oil from BAENSCH pure care are baby
oils naturally!

Ideal before and after sporting activities combined with a massage.
The fruity fragrance of the citrus oils have an invigorating effect,
rosemary refreshes the muscles and increases the blood supply. The
plant oils, (almond, jojoba and wild rose) supply
the skin with natural lipid components giving a
smooth, healthy-looking skin. Perfect also as a bathoil with some cream and hot water or as body oil.
It takes care of your skin and hair.

refreshing and invigorating

soothing and protecting

Art. No. Unit

Price in €

27318 100 ml bottle (15,95 € / 100 ml) 15,95

Price in €

27218 100 ml bottle (14,95 € / 100 ml) 14,95

jojoba sea buckthorn body oil

hamamelis-pomegranate
skin care oil

protective and regenerative

dream team for anti-aging

A high quality combination of argan and jojoba oils, hamamelis and
pomegranate extracts together with essential oils. Improves the balance of the skin’s natural oil and moisture levels and protects against
external factors. Ideal as an anti-aging product
and for very dry and/or stressed skin. Can also be
use as bathoil with some cream and hot water.

Art. No. Unit

Art. No. Unit

Price in €

27458 50 ml bottle (39,00 € / 100 ml) 19,50

The combination of the virgin oils from the desert nut jojoba and the
flesh of sea buckthorn regulates moisture levels and does protect not
only mature skin from drying out. Sea buckthorn oil is rich in natural
carotinoids, vitamins A and E as well as palmitoleic acid. Jojoba Sea
Buckthorn retains the natural elasticity of the skin
and provides an extra portion of care and protection.

Art. No. Unit

Price in €

28958 50 ml bottle (25,00 € / 100 ml)

12,50

jojoba skin care oil

lavender body oil

Jojoba oil is a classic in skin care but is actually not an oil but liquid
wax with very special cosmetic characteristics. It forms a fine lipid
film with the natural protective layer of the skin but does not seal it.
Jojoba is a true all-round talent: Recommended as an eye care, for dry skin
and anti-aging. Also for unpurified skin.

The fine fragrance of real essential lavender oil lets you forget a hectic
day. Almond, sesame and jojoba oil envelop the skin with protective
and regenerating, natural lipid components. The skin feels revitalised
and silky smooth. Also ideal for relaxing massages
and baths!

versatile skin protector

calming and relaxing

Art. No. Unit

Price in €

Art. No. Unit

Price in €

28858 50 ml bottle (23,90 € / 100 ml)

11,95

27018 100 ml bottle (15,95 € / 100 ml)

15,95
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NATURAL COSMETICS
passion fruit skin care oil
regenerating and nurturing

This skin oil is gained from the fruit seeds of the passion fruit. It leaves a pleasant scent on the skin when it unfolds its nurturing effects.
It absorbs quickly and leaves a silky glow. Passion fruit oil supplies the
skin with vitamin A, essential fatty acids and secondary plant substances. Apply to the body after
a warm shower.

for ayurvedic massages

Traditionally, ripened sesame oil is a preferred ayurvedic massage oil.
With its content of phytosterols and valuable fatty acids which are
similar to those of our skin, it is absorbed well
and increases the skin‘s silkiness and resistance to
environmental influences, which is why it is ideal
for ‘normal’ skin care.

Art. No. Unit

Price in €

Art. No. Unit

27658 50 ml bottle (27,80 € / 100 ml)

13,90

24418 100 ml bottle (9,95 € / 100 ml) 9,95

wild rose skin care oil

Price in €

coconut apricot skin balm

for very dry skin

A particularly precious oil from the seeds of the wild rose Rosa mosqueta, refined with genuine essential rose oil. Wild rose oil is ideal
for the care of dry and very dry skin and for use on pigmentation
marks and scars. Essential fatty acids support the regeneration of the
skin and help the skin to retain moisture. In this
way, natural resistance is maintained. For a bath,
mix the oil with cream or milk. Do not apply before
sunbathing.

24-hour protection for face and lips. For day or night nurture. Naturally fragrant. Rich in regenerating vital substances like vitamin A
and E as well as secondary plant substances. In the cold season, the
breathable Coconut apricot skin balm protects your skin from cold
and drying out, in the summer it improves the skin’s own UV protection and is soothing in case your skin was exposed to too much
sun (Coconut apricot skin balm
does not contain sun protection
factor and does not replace sun
protection). Can also be used for
hair and scalp.

Art. No. Unit

Price in €

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

28258 50 ml bottle (31,90 € / 100 ml)

15,95

82258

50 ml pot (17,80 € / 100 ml)

8,90

sacha inchi skin balm

Its a relief for irritated skin. Ideal for facial care, for hands and as a
body (massage) balsam. Sacha Inchi oil is a botanical treasure from the
jungle of the Amazon. The content of omega-3 fatty acids protect the
skin from free radicals. Virgin, unrefined shea butter, virgin coconut
oil and mango butter provide the necessary nourishment. The skin
stays soft. Jojoba oil and beeswax stop the skin from drying
out. Red palm oil provides it
with antioxidants (vitamins A
and E). Perfume free.
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sesame massage oil

sports balm

This sport balm with natural oils and extracts is a rich care and has a
soothing, regenerating effect on the skin. The balm is ideally suited
for irritated and stressed skin resulting from sports. Apply gently and
evenly to irritated skin several times daily (before and after the training). The longer the application time the more intense the soothing
effect will be. To enjoy the creamy consistence of
the balm keep it warm in a pocket close to your
body.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

Art. No.

Unit

80758

50 ml pot (19,80 € / 100 ml)

9,90

81158

50 ml bottle (11,90 € / 100 ml) 5,95

Price in €

project

WILD ROSE

ROSEHIP SEEDS FROM PATAGONIA
By the way: To produce one liter of
precious wild rose oil, we need up to
30 kilos of rose hip seeds.

We appreciate the seeds of the wild
rose that result from the processing of
the fruits because they contain around
4 % seed oil. Through gentle mechanic
cold pressing, we extract the precious,
pink, fruity-tangy aroma of wild rose
oil that is very popular in natural cosmetics due to its skincaring qualities.

We are proud to offer you this Patagonian wild rose oil fresh from the mill
in excellent quality as natural cosmetics product. We plan to visit the project in Patagonia ourselves – and of
course, we will tell you about it afterwards.

Wild rose – the way everyone knows it. The precious wild rose oil is carefully extracted from the seed.
This oil supports the skin regeneration better than most others and is therefore perfect for treating dry,
scaly skin, pigment spots and scars.

© Fotolia | Deyan Georgiev

processed into dried rose hip pulp that
can be used for fruit tea full of vitamins for example.

© Fotolia | photonron

A few years ago already, we seized
the opportunity of getting into contact with a German-Argentinian project in Patagonia that dedicated itself to the precious wild rose (rosa
canina). We are glad that thanks to
this fair partnership we are now able
to purchase larger amounts of its precious seeds. Halfway to Tierra del
Fuego, the ripe rose hip is harvested
from wild growing rose hip bushes.
The fruits have many seeds and are

In Patagonia, the widely spread, wild growing rose hip
bushes are exvposed to volatile weather conditions and
are harvested by hand in fall.
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NATURAL COSMETICS
cold processed coconut soaps
Just as pressing oil, producing soap belongs to the traditional
handcrafts. Above all, a good soap needs a good oil as its basis which is why we offer high-quality cold processed soaps
made from organic coconut oil for mild cleansing.
We use “virgin coconut oil” as our basis. Through the gentle
production process, the glycerin, a natural ingredient of plant
oils and fats, is completely retained. Glycerin regulates the
moisture balance of the skin and protects it from drying out.
In addition, coconut soaps are moisturizing because they contain an excess of oil that keeps the skin smooth.

bath soap flakes

coconut oil soap pure

Coconut oil bath flakes with flowers. This light, moisturising vegetable soap is made from pure, cold pressed coconut oil (Virgin Coconut
Oil). It moisturises the skin and gives it a fine fragrance of flowers and
naturally pure essential oils. Excellent for relaxing. Fill the small bag
with 1 – 2 spoons of bath flakes and add
it to the bath.

The addition of natural pure silk makes this soap to a particular care
for the skin. Used as a natural hair shampoo the soap makes smooth
and shiny hair.

grated coconut soap with blossom

Art. No. Unit

cold processed

Price in €

61137 100 g jar (8,90 € / 100 g) 8,90

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

29111

100 g piece (6,50 € / 100 g)

6,50

coconut oil soap almond

coconut oil soap lavender

The moisturizing soap made of organic Virgin Coconut Oil nourishes
the skin and convinces with its sensual fragrance of almond paste and
blossoms. It is worth a temptation!

The mild and smooth foam of this moisturizing coconut soap nourishes the skin, gives softness and a lovely scent of lavender.

cold processed
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Our soaps stand out due to their plentiful, creamy foam and
their very economic use. Of course, they are free from synthetic perfumes, colors and preservatives. 99 % of the ingredients
come from controlled organic farming. All soaps are NATRUEcertified natural cosmetics.

cold processed

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

29311

100 g piece (6,50 € / 100 g)

6,50

29711

100 g piece (6,50 € / 100 g)

6,50

NATURAL COSMETICS
coconut oil soap lemon balm

coconut oil soap rose

The mild and smooth foam of thie moisturizing coconut soap nourishes the skin with the invigorating lemony fragrance of fresh lemon
balm.

The moisturizing soap made of organic Virgin Coconut Oil nourishes
the skin and gives it a rosy scent. Excellent for relaxing.

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

Art. No.

Unit

Price in €

29211

100 g piece (6,50 € / 100 g)

6,50

29511

100 g piece (6,50 € / 100 g)

6,50

cold processed

cold processed

coconut oil soap sandalwood
cold processed

The tempting scent of natural essential oils awakens memories of the
adventures of the Arabian nights. A foaming bath experience with pleasure and good skin care properties.

Unit

Price in €

29611

100 g piece (6,50 € / 100 g)

6,50

© Fotolia | marrakeshh

Art. No.

Sandalwood
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In the summer of 2019,
Baensch Pure Care becomes:

SOLLING
N ATU RKOS M E TI K
S e it

1 99 6

—SUMMER 2019—
O U R N E W N AT U R A L C O S M E T I C S
Solling Naturkosmetik offers a new design and a larger selection
of certified organic high quality skin and hair care.
Precious oils and natural skin care simply belong together. For over twenty years, we have been processing special organic seeds and nuts in family tradition into fine, natural oils in our manufactory in
the Weserbergland.

N AT U R A L I N G R E D I E N T S
Inner values convince
Our cold-pressed oils develop their nourishing and protective effect, without burdening your skin and
hair. Of course, our natural cosmetics are vegan and free of chemical and synthetic substances.
We are convinced that nature has everything to offer your skin needs.

OUR PRODUCT LINES
Origin and uniqueness
Sensitive skin needs special care. Our sensitive
line includes 100 percent natural and fragrance-free oils and skin balms for face, body
and hair, as well as pure coconut oil soaps.

Nourishing oils, skin balms and soaps with fine
fragrance compositions define our complex
line and pamper your senses and body.

solling -naturkosmetik . de

KITCHEN ACCESSOIRES
FROM THE ÖLMÜHLE SOLLING

cooking
aprons
fair production . 100 % organic cotton
Cooking with style – our cooking aprons with embroidered logo of
the Ölmühle Solling are practical and stylish at the same time. The
light and crease-resistant fabric is made of 100 % organic cotton
from fair production and is produced in Europe. The easy-care fabric is breathable and skin-friendly.
Art. No.

Color

Price in €

71846
71847

sand
grey-blue

36,00
36,00

Perfect protection for your clothes when cooking and
baking. Washable at 60 degrees. Apron width about 80 cm,
length about 86 cm.

porcelain dish

China dish with the logo of Ölmühle Solling.
Art. No.

Price in €

71493

5,00

Diameter: 8 cm
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CONTACTS

MONDAY TO FRIDAY 8 AM – 5 PM (CET)
CUSTOMER SERVICE
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marcel henke

maike beismann

tobias schult

Head of Customer Service
T 0 52 71.9 66 66-20
marcel.henke@oelmuehle-solling.de

Team Leader Customer Service
T 0 52 71.9 66 66-21
maike.beismann@oelmuehle-solling.de

Customer Service
T 0 52 71.9 66 66-30
tobias.schult@oelmuehle-solling.de

sabine jahn-diekmann

larissa göke

Customer Service
T 0 52 71.9 66 66-10
sabine.jahn@oelmuehle-solling.de

Customer Service Key account
T 0 52 71.9 66 66-18
larissa.goeke@oelmuehle-solling.de

simone möhleke

margarete wagner

Customer Service
T 0 52 71.9 66 66-27
simone.moehleke@oelmuehle-solling.de

Customer Service
T 0 52 71.9 66 66-19
margarete.wagner@oelmuehle-solling.de

MANUFACTORY SHOP AND VISITS

MARKETING

andrea janzen

annette blanke

annette rose

Manufactory Shop Boffzen · Visitation Guide
T 0 52 71.9 66 66-0
andrea.janzen@oelmuehle-solling.de

Manufactory Shop Boffzen · Visitation Guide
T 0 52 71.9 66 66-0
annette.blanke@oelmuehle-solling.de

Team Leader Marketing
T 0 52 71.9 66 66-26
annette.rose@oelmuehle-solling.de

PRODUCTION

daniela hoffmann

holger kawel

tanja kettelhoit

lutz meseck

Quality Manager
Development Manager
General Manager
Production Manager
T 0 52 71.9 66 66-28
T 0 52 71.9 66 66-0
T 0 52 71.9 66 66-46
T 0 52 71.9 66 66-0
daniela.hoffmann@oelmuehle-solling.de holger.kawel@oelmuehle-solling.de tanja.kettelhoit@oelmuehle-solling.de lutz.meseck@oelmuehle-solling.de

MANAGEMENT AND PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

sebastian baensch

gudrun baensch

werner baensch

sarah baensch

Managing Director (CEO)
T 0 52 71.9 66 66-0
info@oelmuehle-solling.de

Managing Director (CEO)
T 0 52 71.9 66 66-0
info@oelmuehle-solling.de

Quality Manager
Product Development
T 0 52 71.9 66 66-0
info@oelmuehle-solling.de

Manufactory Shop Cologne
T 02 21.29 84 887 8
sarah.baensch@oelmuehle-solling.de
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General Terms and Conditions for consumers
Please read these General Terms and Conditions carefully before submitting your order.
1.) Scope of these General Terms and Conditions
These General Terms and Conditions shall only apply to customers
within the meaning of Section 13 of the German Civil Code (Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch - BGB). A customer is any natural person who enters
into a legal transaction for purposes that are predominantly outside
his trade, business or profession. The business relationship between
Ölmühle Solling and you as a customer shall be subject to these General Terms and Conditions exclusively even where the order is placed
from outside of the Federal Republic of Germany. Ölmühle Solling
does not accept or acknowledge general terms and conditions that
are contrary to or deviate from these General Terms and Conditions
and hereby expressly rejects them. Conflicting terms and conditions
of the customer are only valid if Ölmühle Solling agrees to them explicitly and in text form.
2.) Payment
We offer our customers a variety of payment options, e.g. by invoice,
PayPal and direct debit. In individual cases and for initial orders, we
reserve the right to exclude certain payment methods. Our prices include the value added tax currently applicable in the Federal Republic of Germany. Additional charges such as packaging, transport and
insurance charges are not included in the prices. Our offers are subject to change without notice. Insofar as not otherwise agreed the
pur-chase price shall be due within ten days of delivery. If the customer grants us a SEPA Core Direct Debit Mandate, payment shall be
by direct debit four banking days after the invoice date. The customer shall ensure they have sufficient funds on their account. Costs
which arise from payment failure or return of the debit note shall be
borne by the customer, provided the payment failure or return was
not caused by Ölmühle Solling. The customer shall be charged a bank
fee of € 5.00 for each returned debit note or failure to honour a direct
debit. The customer has the possibility to furnish proof that less damage was incurred or that no damage was suffered. Interest on late
payments shall be calculated at 5 percentage points above the prevailing basic interest rate per annum. Ölmühle Solling reserves the
right to claim compensation for any greater damage or loss. Where
we assert any higher damage or loss due to late payment, the customer shall have the right to provide us with proof that the asserted
damage or loss due to late payment was not incurred or at least to a
significantly lower extent.
3.) Retention of title
We retain title to the delivered goods until all receivables arising
from the delivery contract have been paid in full.
4.) Shipping charges for the customer
We detail all shipping charges on our homepage. Packages up to a
merchandise value of € 500.00 are insured for transport. On receipt,
the shipment must be checked for transport damage and the courier
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must be informed of any transport damage. Hidden damage must be
reported to Ölmühle Solling in text form within three working days.
Damaged packages and damaged delivered items must be retained
as proof of transport damage.
5.) Terms of delivery
Unless a different delivery address is specified, goods ordered will be
sent to the invoice address provided. Typically, deliveries are handled
by a parcel service. If an alternative method of dispatch is desired,
we shall inform you of any additional costs on request.
6.) Delivery period
The commencement of the delivery period stated by us presupposes the timely and proper fulfilment of the obligations of the customer. We reserve the right of defence of non-performance of contract.
7.) Offsetting and retention
The customer only has the right of offset if his counter-claims have
been ascertained as legally valid or if they are undisputed. Furthermore, the customer is only entitled to exercise a right to offset against
our claims insofar as his notices of defects or counter-claims are
based on the same contract. The customer is entitled to exercise a
right of retention only insofar as his counter-claim is based on the
same contractual relationship.
8.) Warranty and notice of defects
Insofar as the goods supplied are not of the quality agreed between
us and the customer or are not suitable for the use provided for in
our contract or generally or do not have the properties which the
customer could expect based on our public statements, we are obliged to subsequent performance. This shall not apply if we are entitled by law to refuse subsequent performance. The customer shall
first decide whether subsequent performance shall be by means of
repair or replacement. However, we are entitled to refuse the type
of subsequent performance selected by the customer if it is only
possible with disproportionate costs and the other type of remedy
does not inflict significant disadvantages on the customer. A reduction in the purchase price or the withdrawal from the contract by
the customer is excluded during subsequent performance. A repair
shall be deemed to have failed on the second unsuccessful attempt,
if nothing to the contrary results, in particular, from the nature of
the item or the defect or other circumstances. If subsequent performance has failed or we have altogether refused subsequent performance, the customer can, at his discretion, demand a reduction in
the purchase price (reduction) or with-draw from the contact. The
customer may only assert claims for damages due to a defect according to the following provisions, if the subsequent performance has
failed or we have refused subsequent performance. This does not affect the customer’s right to assert further claims for damages according to the following provisions. Notwithstanding the aforementioned provisions and the following restrictions on liability, we shall
assume unlimited liability for any loss of life, injury or illness which

occurs due to a grossly negligent or intentional breach of duty on the
part of our legal representatives or our vicarious agents. Inasmuch
as we have provided a guarantee for the quality and/or durability of
the goods or parts, we shall also accept liability within the scope of
that guarantee. However, we shall only assume liability for damage
resulting from the absence of the guaranteed quality or durability,
but by which the goods are not affected directly, if the risk of such
damage evidently falls within the scope of the quality/durability guarantee. We shall also assume liability for damage caused by ordinary
negligence insofar as this negligence concerns the infringement of
contractual obligations the fulfilment of which is of particular importance for the attainment of the contract's purpose (cardinal obligations). However, we shall only accept liability for damage which
is typical associated with the contract and which is fore-seeable. We
shall not be liable for simple negligent breaches of collateral obligations that are not essential to the contract. The above limitations of
liability shall also apply insofar as liability for legal representatives,
executives and other vicarious agents is concerned. Any further liability is excluded regardless of the legal nature of the claim asserted.
Insofar as our liability is excluded or limited, this shall also apply
to the personal liability of our employees, workers, staff, representatives and vicarious agents. The warranty period shall be two years, calculated from the passing of risk. This period shall also apply
to claims for compensation for consequential harm caused by a defect, unless claims are asserted on the basis of tort.
9.) Partial deliveries
If the customer requests partial deliveries, the amount of the shipping costs is calculated according to the number of partial deliveries and their respective value. If, for technical or logistical reasons
and not at your express request, a shipment is made in a number of
partial deliveries, we will charge the shipping cost share only once.
10.) Revocation policy
Right to revoke
You have the right to withdraw from this contract within fourteen
days without stating reasons. The revocation period is fourteen days
from the date on which you or a third party other than the carrier
designated by you took possession of the goods.
To exercise your right to revoke, you must inform us (Ölmühle
Solling GmbH, Höxtersche Str. 3, 37691 Boffzen, Germany, phone:
+49 (0)5271/9 66 66-0, fax: +49 5271/9 66 66-66, e-mail: info@oelmuehlesolling.de) of your decision to revoke this contract, by means of a
clear declaration (e.g. by post, fax or e-mail). To do so, you can use the
attached model revocation form, but this is not mandatory.
In order to comply with the revocation period, it is sufficient that
you send the notification of the exercise of the right of revocation
before the expiry of the revocation period.

Consequences of revocation
If you revoke this contract, we shall refund to you all payments we
have received from you, including delivery charges (other than additional charges resulting from your choosing a different method of
delivery from the cheapest standard delivery offered by us), immediately and no later than fourteen days from the date on which we
receive notice of your revocation of this contract. For this refund,
we shall use the same means of payment that you used for the original transac-tion, unless expressly agreed otherwise with you; in no
event will you be charged for this refund. We may refuse to make
this refund until we have received the goods back or until you have
proved that you have sent the goods, whichever is earlier. You must
send back or hand over the goods to us (Ölmühle Solling GmbH, Höxtersche Str. 3, 37691 Boffzen, Germany) immediately and no later than
fourteen days from the date on which you inform us of the revocation of this contract. The deadline is met if you dispatch the goods
before the expiry of the fourteen-day period. You shall bear the direct costs of returning the goods. You only have to pay for any loss in
value of the goods if this loss in value is attributable to their being
handled in a way that is not necessary for their condition, properties and functionality to be checked.
Reasons for exclusion or expiration
Revocation is not possible for contracts for
• the delivery of goods which are not non-prefabricated and which
are manufactured predominantly on the basis of the consumer's
individual choice or decision and which are clearly tailored to the
consumer's personal needs;
• the delivery of goods which can perish quickly or whose "best before" date has been exceeded;
• the delivery of newspapers, periodicals and magazines with the
exception of subscription contracts.
The right of revocation expires early for contracts for
• the delivery of insured goods which, for reasons to do with the
protection of public health or hygiene, are not suitable for return
when their seal has been removed subsequent to delivery;
• the delivery of goods where, subsequent to delivery, these have by
reason of their nature been inseparably mixed with other goods;
• the delivery of sound or video recordings or computer software
in a sealed package where the seal has been removed subsequent
to delivery.
11.) Miscellaneous
This contract and all legal relations between the parties shall be
governed by the laws of the Federal Republic of Germany to the exclusion of the UN Convention on Contracts for the International
Sale of Goods (CISG).
Should individual provisions of these General Terms and Conditions
be or become ineffective or contain a gap, the remaining provisions
shall remain unaffected by this.
Ölmühle Solling GmbH Boffzen / Germany
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Ordering, advice
and service

T +49 [0] 52  71 . 9 66 66-0
Monday to Friday
8.00 am – 5.00 pm
info@oelmuehle-solling.de
oelmuehle-solling.de
Ölmühle Solling GmbH
Höxtersche Straße 3
37691 Boffzen/Germany

Manufactory Shop Boffzen
Höxtersche Straße 3
37691 Boffzen/Germany
Opening hours
Monday to Friday
Saturday

9.00 am – 5.30 pm
9.30 am – 2.30 pm

Guided tour, Tasting and Seminar in Boffzen
T +49 [0] 52 71 . 9 66 66-0
besucher@oelmuehle-solling.de

Manufactory Shop Cologne
T +49 [0] 2 21 . 29 84 88 78
sarah.baensch@oelmuehle-solling.de
Friesenwall 29
50672 Cologne/Germany
Opening hours
Monday to Friday
Saturday

11 am – 7 pm
11 am – 6 pm
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